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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a report about the confidentiality of "arrest"
and "conviction" information (juvenile justice record In-
formation) relating to youths who are 18 years of age or
yeunger.1 It .comes at-a-rcritical time when criminal
justice officials, political figures, scholars and members
of the public are calling for a fundamental re-examination
of our nation's commitment to the confidential treatment
of juvenile record information.2

Confidentiality and Piinciples of Juvenile Justice
Philosophy

During most of thriCentury it has been a matter of
policy that juvenile justice information be kept strictly
confidential and used, with narrow exceptions, only within
the juvenile 'and criminal justice systems. 'Throughout this
period the belief in confidentiality has rested upon two
basic principles of juvenile justice. The first principle
hol=ds that juveniles are not to be considered criminally
responsible for their crimes% According to this theory,
children have neither the understanding' nor the criminal
motive of adults. Thus, they cannot form the criminal
intent that is necessary for criminal culpability. _Of
course, 'children may actually commit criminal acts,,

zbut4much like the insanechildren should not be con-
sidered guilty of crimes.

The second principle followed naturally from the
hst. If a child who commits a crime is not culpable and

s not to be punished, then how should society react to
his event? With treatment. Children who have commit-..

ted anti-social or Criminal acts must receive treatment
and rehabilitation. Since children are impressionable,
malleable and not yet hardened to the criminal life, they
vAre thought to be perfect candidates for such treatment.

These two 'basic principles of the juvenile justice

1



systemnon-culpability and rehabilitationproduced
pressures for confidentiality: non-culpability because it is
unfair and inappropriate to brand a child as a criminal;
and rehabilitation because such branding interferes with a,
childs rehabilitation and reassimilation into the main-
stream of society.

Unfortunately, faith in the principles of non-culpa-,
Witty and rehabilitition upon which it rests, has eroded.
Three developments seem to be responsible. First, a
perceived epidemic of juvenile crime has prOvoked cries
for tougher measures against juveniles. Second, both
statistics and anecdotal experience suggest that rehabili-
tation is not working. Juvenile recidivism rates are high
and seemingly going higher. Third, during the 1960's and
1970's, the Supreme Court reformed the juvenile court
process to make it both more 'formal and more fair.
However, in the process, the Court als made it possible
for the first time to consider a juvenil adjudication of
delinquency as equivalent to an adult d_ ermination of
criminal guilt.

Part One of the report indicates that confidentiality
in our society hi seldom justifiable as an end in itself;
therefore, proponents of juvenile justice conflilentiality
must be able to demonstrate that the degree of confi-
dentiality now enjoyed by juvenile offenders is warranted;
presumably because confidentiality fosters rehabilitation
and because efforts at rehabilitation are desirable and
realistic. to the absence of such a demonstration, it is
likely that juvenile justice records, or at least those that
pertain to "older" juveniles, will eventually be subject to
the same confidentiality standards which apply to adult
Criminal record information. In any event, over the
course of the next decade, policymakers are likely to take
a &ireful and skeptical look, at the purpose, practicability
and effect of confidentiality tin jatottilt1 justice pro-
ceedings.

Summary of Current Standards and Practice

With this as its premise, the report in five parts
nddresu's both law and practice relating to the creation,

2



maintenance, use and disclosure of Juvenile record infor-
mation.' Part One describes the history and philosophy of
the juvpile justice system, with particular attation to
juvenile record confidentiality. Part Two discusses
agency practice and legal standards affecting the creation
and content of Juvenile records. Part Three covers
disclosure and confidentiality of juvenile record data.
Part Four addresses two, controversial media issues which
are a part of the confidentiality debate: the media's right
to attend juvenile court proceedings, and the media's right
to publish the names. of juveniles who are arrested or
convicted. Lastly, Part Five identities and analyzes the
policy arguments for and against the confidential handling
of juvenile record information.

Creation of Juvenile Justice Records

The creation of juvenile records by thi'! police re-
mains an informal art in which police agencies retain
substantial discretion. The creation of juveiiile records by
the juvenile courts is, by contrast, a far mold formal and
directed process. Part Two indicates that existing poli-
cies which restrict the fingerprinting of juveniles lind
require the segregation of juvenile and adult records
restrict adult courts and laW enforcement agencies from
obtaining Juvenile data. There are two ironies to this
result. First, both adult courts and law enforcement
agencies are entitled, as a matter of law, to obtain such
data. Second; at the time that these restrictive policies
were adopted they had little practical effect because the
technology was not generally available to combin6 or link
adult and Juvenile records. Today, such technology Is
readily nvellable, but fingerprinting and segregation pol-
icies --not confidentiality policiesrestrict such linkages
and contribute to the existence of a "two- track" systee)
of Justice.

Disclosure of Juvenile Justice Records

Pert Three discusses the affect .thnt confidentiality

3



policies have upon the ability of different types of recipi-
ents ..to obtain juvenile justice data. It 'concludes that:
juvenile record information is widely available within the
juvenile justiqe, system1 that in theory, it is almost as
available within the adult criminal justice systeni;,but, in
practice,'is oftin unavailable; that juvenile record infor-
mation surprisingly is not available to' record subjects in.
Mary juriffdietions; that juvenile .records are available,
w.ith.,restri&tions, to researchers;, and that the -basic rule
continues to bewith exceptiOns--that juvenile data' is
unairailable to ,governmental, non-criminallustice agen-
cies, priv'ate employers, the Media and other members, of
the public. HoweVer, confidentiality strictures that prev-
iously applied to non-juvenile and non-criminal justice
agencies are being modified and relaked, at least as to
juvenile. Conviction data

'Part Four discusses the fact that the media does not
have a constitutional right to attend juvenile court pro-
ceedings; however, some states and courts now permit the
media to attend, particularly when juveniles are tried for
serious offenses. In some cases the media may be
restricted from disclosing juvenile identities obtained.
from attending the court proceeding.

Further, in some states the media is authorized to
publish a juvenile's name if the juvenile is accused or
convicted of a serious offense. Moreover, a recent
Supreme Court decision holds that if, the media obtains a
juvenile's name from any public or lawful source, a state
cannot prohibit the media from publishing that name. To
dot so ,/ould abridge the media's First Amendment rights.

\.
Key Elements of the Debate Over Confidentiality

Part Five identifies six arguments which are most
often raised in the debate over the confidentiitlity of
juvenile record data: (1) publicity "rewards" criminal

. conduct; (2) publicity traumatizes erring juvenilesr (3)
publicity deprives juveniles of oPportunities for employ-
ment and other benefits; (4) publicity is inherently unfair;
(5) publicity promotes public safety; and (6) publicity

4
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., promotes otrepight and supervision. of the juvenile justice
,- system.

Without trying to provide definitive solutions for
these arguments, the discussion auggests that the outcome
turns on three basic questions.

- 1. What kind of confidentiality and disclosure
policy is most lik ly to have a positive effect on the
juvenile offenders' future conduct, and does the effect
depend upon the age of the juvenile or theeitent and
,nature of his juvenile record? Assuming that the-goal is
to reduce juvenile recidivism and increase the chances
that juvenile, offenders will become constructive members
of society, the key 'question is whether confidentiality or
disclosure'promts this goal.

Since it appearsears that disclosure policies may,. have
little measurable impact. upon rehabilitation, it is appro-
pHate to look to /other factors in setting disclosure policy.

2... .A second issue--quite apart from the future
conduct of juvenile offenders--is how . much does the
public (or segments of fhe public, such as criminal justice
agencies, licensing boards or employers) need' to know
about specific 'juvenile offenders lin order to assure the
public's physical safety 'and confitence; and how much
needs to be kOwn to assure society's efficient eco mic
operation; or tbe eNve administration of Juveni d

tf, criminal justice; or t assure productive statistical.and
longitudinal research? .

Here too,there are no dispositive answers. Certain-,

ly there 'needs to be (and are) different disclosure policies
for different segments of the public, depending upon the
criticality and nature of each group's needs for juvenile
record data and their accountability and reliability in
handling this data.

3. The \ third issue on which the juvenile confi-
dentiality debate turns is essentially 'a mcal issue. Re-
gardless of ,the practical effects of confidentiality or
disclosure on ju dines or on society, is it fair and proper
for society to publicly brand a young person on the basis
of his misdeeds?\ While any opinion is subjective and
controversial, it appears that many observers still hold to
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the view that it is both .fair and improper to publicly
.

Stigma4 e children for the misdeeds-atilbast so lobo g as
. the juvenile is "younger" rather than "older," and so long

as hiCmisdeeds are not Continually repeated or are hot of
, a vI lent or heinous nature.

J enile Justice Confidentiality Issues Needing Attention ,

ii the 1980's

'erhaps this report's primary conclusion is that
i extensive and difficult work lies ahead in fraining a new

juvenile justice information .policy for the nation. The
discuision and analysis in this report suggest that the
following issues need attention. .

1. Identifying the interests served by juvenile
justice confidentiality. ,Specifically, policymakers need to
examine' whether the principles of juvenile non-culpability
and rehabilitation have Vitality and, if so, whether confi-
dentiality promotes these principles.

2. Defining the age of a juvenile. It may be that
the traditional principles of juvenile justicenctn-culpa- .

bility and rehabilitation--make sense when applied to 12-
year-olds but. make le$s sense when applied to 17-year-
olds. ,

3. Developing policies for the creation, mainten-
ance and disclosure of juvenile justice, record information
by law enforcement agencies. Existing policies. are more
likely to cover juvenile court records than juve4le police
records and, within the category of juvenile lice rec-.
ords, far more likely to cover fingerprint. records than
narrative records.

.

4. DeveloPirig policies for access to and for
challenge and correction of juvenile justice records by
juveniles and their attorneys and parents and guardians.

5. Establishing interfaces and connections b(-
tweeri juvenilg and adult record systems. Existing statu-
tory policies nianditing the strict segregation of juvenile
and adult records should be examined. The interface_ of
juvenile and adult systems. may promote statistical and
longitudinal research, may improve oversight and manage-

15



ment of. juvenile and criminal justice Umtitutions, and may
promote the ,effective - implementation" of first offender,
career offender. and other innovative prosecutorial and
sentencing programs. The existing two-track system has
been sharply criticized because it increases the possibility
that chronic and serious juvenile offenders will reach the
adult system with a clean slate.

6. DevelOpigg policies for the disclosure of ju-
venile justice data outside, of the Juvenile and criminal
justice systems based upon the nature of the juvenile's
alleged conduct; its frequency; its contemporaneousness;
the nature of the disposition; and the identity and purpose
of the potential recipient.

7. Sealing and purging policies for juvenile rec-
ords. An examination of the merits of existing policies
which customarily require the juvenile to obtain a court
order issued pursuant to the judge's discretion versus
more automatic and less discretionary sealing,and purging
based upon, the juvenile's establishment of a clean record
period.. ti

1
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I PART ONE

THE PHILOSOPHY .

'OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Part One of this report provides background for the
report's discussion of the handling of juvenile justice
inforthation and describes the history and philosophy of
the juvenile justice system, identifying current forces
that are`Avorking to redefine that philosophy. Part One
discusses these developmenta\ in 'terms of their, effect
upon the handling of juvenile justice records.

There are two, chapters ih, this part. The first
chapter recounts\ the.history, of the\ uvenile court system,
and describes the "development of th twin` principles upon
which the system h rested: (1) the n n-criminal respon-
sibility of 'juvenile off nders; and (2) th deSirability and
practicability of rehabilitation for juv ile \offenders.
The chapter concludes t at both of these p inciPles man-
date confidentiality in juve ile justice record t

's and . analyzes t e current
e-examination o the \dual

rehabilitation d there-
ation of confidentiality
the amount and \nature

Chapter Two identifi
\forces that are causing a
principles of non-culpability
by creating demands for 'a re
standards. The~ chapter discusse
of juvenile- crime and identifies recent changes in the
uvenile justice system that have been.. wrought by

Supreme Court decisions and by state. legislation. The
conclusion is that the basis for juvenile justice confidenti-
ality has changed and that the level of confidentiality in
the juvenile justice system, at least for. "older" juveniles,
will soon be no greater than the level of confidentiality in
the adult criminal justice 'system unless proponents of
juvenile justice confidentiality are successful in identify-
ing compelling and distinct societal interests served by
juvenile, justice confidentiality.

9



Chapter One

THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

The following briefly recounts the history and phil-
osophy of the juvenile justice system in America. It
describes the successful efforts by reformers at the turn
of this Century to create a separate system of justice for
juveniles based on the complementary' principles that
juveniles are not criminally responsible for their wrong-
doing and that such juveniles can and should be rehabili-
tated. These principles of non-culpability and rehabilita-
tion created a compelling demand that juvenile justice
records. be kept confidential.

History of the Juvenile Court

. When the English system' of courts,was transplanted
to this country, it included the chancery court; and
chancery courts, as courts of equity, were charged, among_
other things, with 'the protection of wayward or delin-
quent children." However, chancery courts did not have
jurisdiction over children who were accused of commit-
ting serious criminal acts. Throughout the 19th Century,
children who committed serious criminal acts, and who 'had
reached the age of criminal responsibility (seven at com-
mon law and ten in some states) were tried'as adults.5 As
population and Urbanization increased so too did juvenile
crime, and with it the frequency and severity of juvenile
punishment.

By the end of the 19th Century reformers were
calling for a separate system of juvenile courts to deal in
a more humane, less criminal and presumably more effec-
tive , manner with this growing problem. The kind of
incident which incited reformers' wrath is chronicled in a
New Jersey court opinion ,captioned State v. Guild,

\`
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published in 1828.6 A 12-year-old boy nametJatnes Guild
was tried for killing a wonlon named Catherinp -Fealses. A
jury found him guilty of murder and-he_was sentenced
death. The lioy was subsequently hanged.

' As early as 1869, Massachusetts adopted a 'statute
which required that'an officer of the State Board ol

..Chartly be present at all 'criminal proceedings involving ,445tio

juveniles, "to protect the juvenile's interest." In 1877
another Massachusetts statute established special sessions
of the criminal courts for juveniles With separate dockets
and regordS.7

In 1899 the Illinois Legislature established the first
entirely separate and in*endent juvenile .court system.°
The statute, provided tbat all juveniles, whether accused
of conduct which would' nclt be criminal for an adult such
as truancy, or conduct which would be criminal if done by
an adult, were to be handled by the same court: Its
"hearings were to be infortnal and non-public records
confidential, childreh detained apart from adults, a' proba-
tion staff appointed?;-In short, children were not- to be
treated as criminals hor dealt with by the proceSs used for
criminals."9

Purposes of Juvenile Court Reforms

Two purposes were 'to be served by these. reforms.
First, the juvenile courts would not stigmatize children as
criminals or punish them for criminal conduct. According
to this theory of non4culpability, children have neither the
understanding nor the ,criminal motive of adults. Thus;
they cannot form the criminal intent, what the courts call
the mens rea, that is necessary for criminal culpability.
Of course, children may actually commit criminal acts,
but--much like the insane-- children should not be con-,
sidered guilty of crimes. Whpt follows from this analysis
is that children--again like the insane-- should not be
ptinished for acts that 'they neither understand nor intend.

The second purpose of the reforms follows naturally
from the first. If a child who commits a crime is not
culpable and is not to be punished then how should society

12
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read to this event? The answer is li,9grnent. Children,
who have committed anti-soctal' o,f4o1,riminal acts are
thought to need 'treatment, andf;f4abilitation. '; Sir ca '
children are *impressionable, milhable and not yet
hardened to the crinilnal life, they'; considered perfect

hient.
ribed the early.concep-

ja paternal, noncriminal

atherly, judg touches the
n ,of the lenile Court'

ring youth by talking over
:iliciice and admonition and in

in benevotr and wish institu-
uidance , d help, to save,him

id) ..many courts, even' well into

4tift
11

What/and aimed at treatment and
yrproelaimed that juvenile court

, 04-youth is illustrated in these
8;rileqoUrt.

rpceedings finejuvenile court] are not
,bature of a criminal trial but constitute

IY a civil inquiry or action' looking to the
*itment, reformation and rehabilitdtion of
e minor child. Their purpose is not penal but

,lyprOtective--aimed to check juvenile -delin-7, quency and to throw around a child, juit
starting, perhaps, on an evil course, and; der
prived of proper parental care, the strong arm
of the State acting as parens patriae.. The
State is not'seeking tb punish an offender but
to salvage ,a boy who may be in danger of
becoming one, and to safeguard his adolescent
life."11

Many of the original juvenile court acts at their
inception did not provide for the confidentiality of juven-
ile court proceedings or records.12 A cOmprehensive
survey in 1920 for example, found only' seven states

candidates to respond
The Supreme Cition of the juVenil

process, "Th )eti/proceeding y

heart And consci
his problems, b
which in ext, eL .,.
tions of the j/.0.1, : /.

: ,' ?iti ; ,,,from
,-AV
**4

,",

I , i
*,A

sueh
rt has

;court,
con

n
of ,t

ter
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iwhich banned the publiclittion of information bou juven
ile, court proceedings." 'However, juvenile cot tt pros=

,vpenenti soon came to appreciate that confldenti ity *as
essential. The two bask prinCiples of the juvenile justice,
s'Ststem--non-culpability . and rettabilitatIongenerated
strong pressures for confidentiality:. non- culpability be-
cause It unfair and inappropriate to brand a child as a
criminal; and rehabilitation because such branding inter-
fereswith a child's rehabilitation and reassimilatIon Into.

societY. .
- , .

A law review commentary published in 1909, t the
4 peak of the juvenile justice reform movement, expl ined

the importance that confidentiality plays in the imple-i,
mentation of the theories of non-culplibility an rehabili-
tation. .4

,

,
"To get away from the notion that thd'ciiild is
to be dealt with as a criminal; to save it from
the brand of criminality, the brand that 'ticks
to it for life; to take it in hand and'inst ad of
first stigmatizing and then reforming it to
protect it from the stigma- -this is th work
which is now being accomplished ... (by the
juvenile courts]".I'

14
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Chapter Two

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING
JUVENILE JUSTICE PHILOSOPHY

This chapter provides a statistical profile of the
current frequency and nature of juvenile crime and points
out that the public believes that a juvenile crime wave is
underway. This perception has led to appeals for an end
to special provisions for juvenile confidentiality.

At the same time, and perhaps for the same reason,
the courts and the legislatures have cast critical eyes on
the philosophical underpinnings of- the juvenile justice
system. The concepts of juvenile non-culpability and
rehabilitation are being challenged by those who believe
that juvenile offenders should be made criminally re-

,sponsible for their wrongdoing. This rethinking of the
philosophy and gals of the juvenile justice system in-
evitably undermines support for juvenile justice confiden-
tiality.

If juvenile records are to continue to be subject to
stricter confidentiality standards than adult criminal his-
tory records, proponents of juvenile justice confidentiality
will have to identify and justify the societal interests
served by such confidentiality.

The Frequency and Character of Juvenile Crime ,

The incidence and nature of juvenile crime is a
complex subject that resists quick judgments or sensation-
al conclusions. Numbers and percentages alone do not tell
the whole story. 8till, by any standard, the numbers and
percentages are stOtling.

In 1979, juveniles up to 18 years of age accounted
for about 2,0 percent of all violen crilne arrests, 44
perdient of all serious property cr e arrests and 39
percent of allrverall serious crimeiirres s (up from about
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20 percent in 1965).1° Juveniles; egad 10 to 17 constitute
13.4 percent of the total population. When the statistics
for youthful offenders (ages 18-20) are added in, the
percentages are even more sobering. In 1979 children and
youth ages 12 to 20 accounted for 38 percent of all
violent crime arrests, 62 percent of all serious property
crime arrests and 57 percent of all overall serious crime
arrests.1 .

When actual numbers are substituted for percent-
ages the statistics become still more dramatic. In 1980

"the PHI report ext approximately 9.7 million total arrests,
of which approxately 2.1 million were Juveniles aged 10
to VI. According to self-reporting surveys, each year
males age ,12 to, 18 commit 3.3 million aggravated
assaults, 2.5 million grand thefts and 6.1 million breakings
and enterings." The numbers for crime in the schools
are also staggering. An estimated 282,000 students are
attacked at school in a typical one-month period, and an

!, estimated 5,200 teachers ant physically attacked at
school each month.le

Disagreement exists as to whether Juvenile crime is
presently on the increase or in decline. However, the best
Judgment of experts is that. Juvenile crime increased
significantly from 1,960 through 1975 and, at least as to
violent crime, has perhaps decreased modestly since that
date," What is known with more certainty is that,
despite fluctuations in the Juvenile crime rate, a substan-
tial percentage of violent, random street crime--.the
crime which so terrorizes mid marks our society--and an
even higher percentage of crimes against personal proper-
ty, are committed by the young. As one commentator has
said, ,"(C) rime in the United States is primarily the
province of the young."2° Ahd, as regards crime by the
young, it is primarily the province of males rather than
females; disproportionately minority youth rather than
white youth (especially as to violent crime); and youths
from poor backgrounds, rather than from middle class
backgrounds."

16
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Public PeeeeptiOnsk, and Daman& for 110 laxation
4~110 emit( lent tali ty

eat

Perhaps the Mel conclusion that should emerge from
any discussion of Juvenile el.imastetisties is 40 64" much a
statement about the ilicidence or nature of juvenile
crime, as It 1* about the bile's perception of the
incidence and nature of Juven e or mo. MOS experts
agree that the media and the public perceive that a
juvenile "crime wave" is underway, and in some areas a
virtual "rieignof terror" by armed and dangerous juveniles
and youth gangs."

Given this perceived epidemic of Juvenile crime, at
is no surprise that criminal Justice officials, political
figures and the public Ala calling for tougher measures
against Juveniles, including a relaxation of secrecy stand-
ards. Indeed, as long ago as 1857, J. Rdor Hoover issued
a rousing call for a relaxation of juvenile confidentiality
strictures.

"Gang-style ferocity - -once the evil domain of
hardened adult criminals--now enters chiefly
in cliques of teenage brigands. Their indi-
vidual and gang exploits rival the savagery of
the veteran desperadoes of bygone days."

"Publicizing the names as well as crimes for
public scrutiny releases of past records 4o
appropriate law enforcement officials, and
fingerprinting for future identification are all
necessary procedures in the war on flagrant
violators regardless of age. Local police and
citizens have a right to know the identities of
the potential threats to public order Within
their communities. "2'

In 1982, Martin Guggenheim, a professor of family
and juvenile law at New York University Law School, said

17



iaf an interview that a relaxation of eonfidentiality Novi-
sions is sic overdue," We should eliminate oonfidenti-
elite said. ,luis been a prOteOtit)h, for terrible
*New."' According to critics like Professor Otlaet)s
helm, the theory of confidentiality does not apply to the
toogher juvenile criminals of today.

Even Juvenile court judge* have begun to call for a
reform and balancing of confidentiality Laura in the 1404
or the supped rising tide of juvenile crime. At a recent
tymposium Jemea J. Delaney, a Juvenile 41t44itimity art
judge from Brighten, Colorado, expressed the view thot
juvenile who eemmits a eritne forfeits his rights; of
privacyin just the same way that adult offenders forfeit
their right of privacy.

"When*Th a juvenile steals an automobile and
wracks it, dew he stitl have the same right to
privacy as another who doos'not orron47"

"( WI e must address the issue of juvenile rte-
. ords and confidentiality with _reason. 'There

/ must be a balancing of-rights and obligations,
on the part of both the juvenile and soci-
ety."'

Judicial Challenge to the Juvenile Justice Philceophy

The Increase in the amount and severity of juvenile
crime has also led scholars, and eventually the courts and
legislatures, to take a skeptical look at the basic princi-
ples of the Juvenile Justice systemnon-culpability and
rehabilitation.' As long ago as the mid-1950's some
commentators were beginning to ask tough questions
about the wisdom and efficacy of the juvenile Justice
philosophy. The Annual Survey of American Law for 1954
cited the increasing crimerate among Juveniles and noted
that this had "given impetus to _those who would call for a
solution in terms of strict retribution and deterrent

18
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oeftedfid4,6' It etckliete41 041 "141 stim.to eleoti tit .0i,
Veroatt tictiat ithilo*otaties4 may won too 10 the 011104f." 6

fly the ttitl'IPOOL4 the $44,414 t.,tourt had bevuti to
'0.01 to the pecusaloti of the pubfle policy debate. ItiaCourt worriad ow the juvenile art proceassoffereti
juveniles the worst of .both worlds. wluvenilai *tete
tieprived of the ,Nn*fitotiottal proteetton4 prOv1404 to
defendants in ecittttited protteekdiho 0.0,4 yet they *aemeti
tit reoelve Wild of the (citatAlttatiVp treatment tiutivoiod-
IY trews 4041 try liWetille cowls."

In 1966,' in a cap sei eittjeil keg!. v. tittitc4i State-ii th0
Court is.surkt the tint of ei

[bat, whirl tVtriplatett, would reform the juvenile jostle eprocess a that it mote closely resettilded th& criminal
justice pcocess. in kent, the Supreme Court coosidortli
whether certain, procedural safeguard* should be met
befOco a ..jol(Phit.4 entni etoul4 tr4114(4r a 14-1ioot--014
accus ed of foreihle entry, robbery antlrispe to an 4s.lott

Thp Court decided that, st tulle there can be no
doubt of the original laudable igirpose of the juvenile
courts, studies and critiques in recent fears raise serious
questions its to whether actual twrformanee measures well
enough 44:41mt theoretical performante to make tolerable
the immunity of the process from the reach of the
consitutional guarantees applicable to dults."" Kern,
affirmed that juveniles have a right to counsel in juvenile
proceedings; provided for a right, to a hearing before a
Juvenile court waives Juriuliction; and provided for a tight
of 40-CONS by the juvenile's attorney to records relict! on by
the court.

A

In Kent, and the decisions which followed during the
period 1966 to 1975, the Supreme Court required juvenile
courts to provide juveniles with most of the basic consti-.,
tutional rights and protections which applied in adult
criminal prosecutions." In re Gault, (1967) reaffirmed a
juvenile's right to counsel; provided a right to notice of
charges; and a right co confront and croo-examine wit-
ne.t'les." In re Winship, (1970) held that juvenile courts
must use the "beyond a reasonable doubts:standard smile-
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able to adult criminal proceedings to make a determina-
tion of a juvenile's "guilt."31 Breed v. Jones; (1975) held.
that juvenile courts must adhere to ,the double jeopardy
protections offered by the Fifth Amendment." Indeed, by
the time that the Supreme Court was done, juveniles
enjoyed every federal, constitutional protection afforded
adult criminal defendanta,'except the unqualified right to
a jury. tria1.33

The ,Supreme CoUrt'S message in these cups was
quitesimple. The 'Court was saying that if, as a practical -
matter even if not in theory, juveniles were being pun-
ished by juvenile court dispositions, then juveniles should
enjoy the same constitutional, procedural protections en-
joyed by adults.

Judicial Challenges to Juvenile Jusiice Confidentiality

As the conception of the juvenile 'court as a non-
criminal, 'rehabilitative process faded, it was to IN ex-
pected that the concept that juvenile records must be
kept confidential in order to foster these concepts would
also fade., Not surprisingly, the Supreme Court's chal-
lenge to paternalism in the juvenile courts included a
skeptical review of juvenile. justice confidentiality.. In
1967 in In re Gault, the Supreme Court expressed ,con-
siderable cynicism, about the reality, if not the wisdom, of
confidentiality.

"As the Supreme COUR ot:Arizona phrased it
in the present case, the summary procedures
of Juvenile Courts are sometimes-defended by
a statement that it is the lawq pOlicy to hide
youthful errors from the full gaze of the
public, and bury' then in the graveyard of the
forgotten' past.. This claim of secrecy,
ever Is more rhetoric than reality "34,

In every instance over the last 20 years in which 1.
juvenile record confidentiality has conflicted with another \
constitutional 'right, the Supreme Court has said that

0/
20:-1-
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confidentiality must recede. In Davis v. Alaska, for
example, the Supreme Court held that an adult defendant,
who had been prosecuted for grand larceny and burglary,
had been denied his constitutional right of confrohtation

. by a lower ,court's protectbre order *hick prevented him
from cross-examining a pro ecution witness who happened
to bd'a juvenile. The lower court issued the order because
the defendant's cross-examination would have revealed
that the witness was on piobation from a juvenile adjudi
cation of delinquency. The Court rejected the State's
argument that the secrecy of these juvenile records must
be- preserved in order to further the "rehabilitative goals
of the juvenile correctional "procedures."" The Supreme
Court concluded that "the State's policy interest in pro-
tecting the confidentiality of a juvenile offender's record
cannot require' yielding so vital a constitutional right as
the effective cross-examination 'for bias of an adverse
*witnesi."3

In Oklahoma Publishing Vi District Court,37 and
Smith v. Daily Mail Publishing Co.," the Supreme Court
held that a court order and a statute, respectively,
prohibiting the publication of a juvenile defendant's name
and photograph or name only, was an impermissible viola-
tion of the First Amendment. in both cases the.media had
lawfully obtained the name and photOgraph of the juven-
ile, and thus in both cases this information was already in
the public domain. Although neither, decision holds that
the media has a right of access to juvenile court procedd-
ings or4,records, both do hold that once information is
1 fully obtained by the media, the First Amendment

rest,in a free press must prevail over the interest in
preserving the anonymity Of juvenile defendants.

"The sole interest advanced by the State to
justify its criminal statute is to protect the
anonymity of the juvenile offender. It is
asserted that confidentiality will further his
rehabilitatiobecause publication of the name
may encourage further antisocial conduct and
also may cause the juvenile to lose future _
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employment or suffer other consequences for
this single offense. The important rights
created by the First Amendment must be
considered [and] must prevail O'ver the state's
interest in protecting juveniles...Hs s

These decisions do not mean that the Supreme Court
has abandoned an interest in upholding the confidentiality
of juvenile proceedings r records. And indeed, in virtu-
ally all of its juvenile justice decisions the Court has
acknowledged the imp rtance of confidentiality, even
while holding that conf dentiality does not prevail over
other constitutional i erests." MOwever, what these
decisions do demonstra is that the concept of confiden-
tialitY,:like the concep df non7culpability and retutbilita-
tion from' which it par springs, is no longer sacrosanct.

.
Empirical and Legislative Challenges to Juvenile Justice
Philosophy

Of course, the judiciary is not alone in challenging
ther.principles of the juvenile justice system. Empirical
studies seem to bear out that rehabilitative efforts aimed
at juvenile ,offenders have not worked very well. Studies
of , juvenile recidivism are admittedly inconclusive, and
they are hampered by the fact .that 'confidentiality poli-
cies impede the combining of juvenile justice and adult
criminal history rebords."1 However, even some conserv-
ative estimates indicate that about 35 percent of the
juveniles found to be delinquent are subsequently found
delinquent for another offense."2 Other juvenile recidi-
vism studies show much higher rated, sometimes exceed-
ing 60 percent." s

In any event, there are two points on which nearly
everyone agrees: (1) present juvenile recidivism rates are
alal.mingly, high; and (2Y juveni4 offenders seem to have
higher recidivism rates than do adults. Certainly many,
and probably most juveniles who have experienced the
, "benefit" of juVenile courts and corrections treatment' are
not thereby rehabilitated and many commit subsequent
crimes.



Recent Legislation Authorizes Punishment of Juvenile
Offenders

Increasing numbers of experts are also questioning
Whether rehabilitation even ought to be the system's goal.
It has been argued that juvenile offenders should be
considered criminally responsible; that they have a "right"
to punishment and to be spared the inappropriate inter-
vention, manipulation and exercise of discretion and do-
minion that comes with attempts to treat and rehabilitate
juveniles." 5

. Juvenile justice legislation adopted in Washington.-
state in 1977- calls for "punishment commensurate with
the age, crime and criminal history of the juvenile offend-
er." Commentators at a national symposium on juvenile
justice in 1977 noted the sharp contrast between the
"punishment" labguage in this statute and the "rehabilita-
;tive" language in traditional juvenile justice statutes.

"This statute stands in contrast to the more
common and traditional juvenile justice sta-
tutes which stress treatment and rehabilita-
tion. ""

They, conclude that fhe Washington statute indicates that
"a great change appears to have occurred. ""

The growing popularity of the notion that juveniles
should- be pupished for their crimes is also reflected in
recent legislation which permits juveniles to be tried as
adults at an increasingly young age. In the same year that
Washington state amended its legislation, New York's
legislature responded to urgent calls from police and the
public for help in combatting teenage crime. The New ,
York legislature 'amended its juvenile code to permit
children 15 or over to be tried for homicides as adults."

recently, in July, 1982, New Jersey amended its
already strict juvenile justice code to permit juveniles 14
years old and older to be tried as adults in cases such as
murder, kidnapping or sexual assault.",9
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Of course, not everyone is happy, with this approach.
The National on Crime and Delinquency sharply
criticized the New Jersey law. They condemned the adult
trial provisions stating that they were adopted,

"...in spite of, the fact that there is no evi.r
dence that the adult correctional system
works either to deter crime or rehabilitate

; offenders. In its present overcrowded and
crisis-ridden condition, it is doubtful that the
adult system can offer the juvenile offender
much more than confinement at best and homo-
sexual rape and other brutality at worst."5°

Supreme Court Reforms and Legislation Change the Per-
ception of a Juvenile "Conviction"

Ironically, the notion that juveniles .should have
criminal responsibility for their wrongdoing has received a
boost from the Supreme Court's juvenile justice, reforms.
By 'extending many of the adult criminal due process
protections to juvenile trials, the Court has imbued the
juvenile trial with the elements of fairness, impartiality
and dispositiveness customarily associated with adult
trials. Thus, when a juvenile is found delinquent today
there is reason for confidence in the fairriess and accur-
acy of that judgment.

If juveniles are tried by standards that were prey-
. iously only 'used when making determinations of criminal

responsibility, and if the juvenile is found "guilty" accord-
ing to such standardi, then it is easier to argue that the
consequences of -a juvenile'S convictionincluding the
recordkeeping consequences-- should be the same as the
'consequences of an adult conviction. In the adult system,
conviction record information is largely available # the
public on the theory that conviction records, unlike arrest
records, are a reliable indicator of wrongdoing; That the
criminal has "waived" his right to privacy in that data;
and that, in any event, the public interest in those who
violate society's laws outweighs the offender's privacy
interest.
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In reased confidence in the reliability of juvenile
delinqu ncy adjudications makes it more attractive to
argue t at the waiver and public interest considerations
which a ply to conviction records should apply,. as well, to
juirenil delinquency records. Not surprisingly, this
change in the perception of the meaning of a juvenile
delinq ncy adjudication has led to recent changes in
state uvenile justice record statutes. Prior to 1975,
juvenil justice statutes seldom distinguished between
juvenile "arrest" and delinquency records. Both enjoyed a
similar, high degree of confidentiality. However, over the
last ten years, seven states-- Alaska, Delaware, Georgia,
Missisiippi, Nevada, New Jersey and Pennsylvania --have
modified their juvenile codes to 'authorize the public
relea0e of the names and delinquency record dates of
juveniles adjudicated delinquent who either have a prior
record or who have conmittied a serious offense.5'

Basis for Confidentiality May be Re-examined

In summing up the findings of the 1977 national

siu indicates that the traditional principles of non -
culpability and

the commentators concluded that the sympo-

culpability and rehabilitation are losing currency. Speci-
fically, they identified, among other things, the following
demlopments:

1. The doctrines of non-culpability and rehabili-
tation are under serious attack, both from the
courts and from state legislatures.

2. The idea of "punishing" juveniles is being ser-
iously reconsidered.

3. As America's population ages, and as elderly
citizens are victimized or fear being victim-

. ized by juvenile crime, the incarceration of
juvenile offenders.i*Iikely to become increas-
ingly popular.5 2 :k
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Because confidentiality in our society is seldom
justifiable as an end in itself, proponents of juvenile
justice confidentiality will be called upon to demonstrate
that the degree of confidentiality now enjoyed by juvenile
offenders is warranted; presumably because confidential-
ity fosters rehabilitation and because efforts at rehabili-
tation are desirable and realistic. In the absence of such
a demonstration, 'it is likely that juvenile justice record',
or at least those that pertain to "older" juveniles, will
eventually be subject to the same confidentiality stand-
ards that apply to adult criminal record information. In
any event, proponents of juvenile justice confidentiality
should expect that over the course of the next decade,
policymakers will take a careful and skeptical look at the
purpose, practicability and effect of confidentiality in
juvenile justice proceedings and records. M
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PART TWO

THE CREATION AND MAINTENANCE
OF JUVENILE JUSTICE RECORDS

This part of the report deals with both law and
practice as they affect the creation and maintenance of
juvenile justice records.

Chapter One describes the way in which police
departments create and maintain records about their
contacts with juvenile suspects and dffenders. The chap-
ter concludes that the creation and maintenance of juven-
ile records by the police remains an informal act in which
police agencies have significant discretion. To date, state
legislatures have not dictated the -circumstances under
which police agencies can create a juvenile record, nor
have they set standards for the content of those records
or the amount of time or circumstances under which they
must be maintained.

However, most legislatures have set standards for
the fingerprinting of juveniles. In so doing, legislatures
greatly influence the use and sharing of juvenile data
because in , most adult criminal history systems finger-
prints are required to obtain or, 'at 'least, to verify
juvenile history data.

Chapter _Two describes the way in which Juvenile
courts create and maintain records about their contacts
with juvenile offenders. The chapter includes a brief
description of how the juvenile courts operate, and de-
scribes the types of records customarily created by juven-
ile courts and the role of state law in setting standards
for such recordkeeping. Lastly, the affect of state
statutes which forbid The co-mingling of juvenile and
adult records are discussed.
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Chapter One

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY RECORDS

This chapter describes the way In which police
departments customarily create and maintain records
about their contacts with juvenile' suspects and offenders.
Historically, the courts and legislatures have given the
police almost unfettered discretion to create and main-
tain any type of information about juvenile suspects or
alleged offenders. The result has been a very informal
system producing records which are an amalgam of' adult
investigative and arrest records. The courts and legisla-.
tures have placed restraints on these records only at the
dissemination stage.

The legislatures' only significant ihtervention todate has been to regulate the creation and sharing of
juvenile fingerprint records. However,eregulation of the
creation and use of fingerprint records is critical. Inmodern, adult justice information systems fingerprint
records are essential for the location and verification of
record entries.

Discretion to Create Records

Historically, law enforcement agencies have had
wide discretion to create and maintain records of their
contact with juveniles. Police discretion to create juven-
ile justice records is merely an extension of their discre-
tion to apprehend and refer to juvenile court juveniles
who are engaged in criminal or anti-social acts. While
juvenile codes in many states instruct police agencies that
they can_onfy "take into custody" juveniles, not "arrest"
them, and can only "refer". juveniles to juvenile courts,
not arraign or book them, this is merely a change in
vocabulary.5 3

Juvenile codes in most states do not disturb tradi-
tional police discretion to determine whether a juvenile
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should be taken Into custody and, once in custody,
whether he should be released or formally referred to
juvenile court." Furthermore, juvenile codes in the vast
majority of states do not restrict police discretion as to
whether to create a record of their contacts with juven-
iles, nor do juvenile codes tell police what to put in those
records.

According to commentators, five variables usually
affect whether a police department establishes a record
about a particular juvenile contact: (1) the severity of
the act; (2) commuhity attitudes; (3) the juvenile's past
conduct; (4) the police officer's background and tolerance;
and (5) the juvenile's demeanor after being arrested," A
survey done in 1970 of the New York City Police Depart-
ment's dealings with juveniles found that the "interplay
between the juveniles' attitude and the police officers'
background and tolerance" is the principal factor in
determining whether the officer makes a permanent rec-
ord of his contact with a particular juvenile.56 If a police
agency decides to make a record of the "arrest," "deten-
tion," or other contact, the agency typically completes a
card containing spaces for various items of personal
identification; a description of the incident; the date of
the occurrence; and any subsequent disposition."

Customarily, the space for disposition information is
never completed. According to estimates, between fifty
and eighty percent of all juveniles taken Into custody are
immediately released or otherwise handled within the
arresting agency." Even when a juvenile is subsequently
processed by a juvenile court, the police department is
not likely to receive or record the disposition. At
present, not one state juvenile code requires law enforce-
ment agencies, to include dispositions on juvenile justice
arrest or detention records.

In the absence of statutory restrictions, the courts
have affirmed that the police have broad discretion to
create and maintain juvenile records. In Monroe v.
Tielsch, the Washington State Supreme Court refused to
order a police department to purge juvenile arrest rec-
ords, citing the department's legitimate interest in those
records.
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"Thus in dealing with juveniles who are fre-
quently as mobile as any other part of our
society, law enforcement officials should have
the assistance of the past involvement of the
juvenile with offenses as reflected by ar-
rests."'"

Other courts have reached the same conclusion.

"But in the absence of statute, discretion in
the matter belongs to the police. Since they
are responsible for our safety, it is for them to
deelde whose identification papers will bo apt
to assist thorn in the performance of their
duty."

In Dugan v. Police Department, City of Camden, a
New Jersey Superior Court upheld the right of a pollee
department to maintain records of Juvenile arrests which
included the particular charge on which the juvenile was
arrested. The Court found that statutory and constitu-
tional challenges to this authority were without merit.61
In Cuevas v. Leary," decided by a federal District Court
in 1970, a determined challenge by New York legal aide
attorneys led to restrictions on the New York Police
Department's use of juvenile detention records (called
Y.D.-1 cards). The legal aide attorneys charged that
many police officers cited youngsters on a Y.D.-1 card for
any type of Investigative or Intelligence contact, with
little verification that the particular youngster had done
anything wrong. The informality of the system allegedly
led to inconsistencies, inaccuracies, and ultimately, un-
fairness.63

The District Cqurt declined to restrict police dis-
cretion to crehte Y.D.-1 cards. However, the Court
decided that these cards were analogous to adult investi-
gative records and not so analogous to adult arrest
records and, accordingly, the Court approved a settlement
whereby the police were restricted from sharing the Y.D.
1 se.rds outside of the Department.
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Pingarprints and Photographs

The only aspect of the creation and maintenance of
juvenile justice records by law enforcement agencies
which is customarily subject to statutory regulation is the
fingerprinting and photographing of juveniles. Of course,
whether or not a juvenile can be fingerprinted, and the
prints retained in pollee tiles, has a very significant
impact on the aveilnbility and eccessibility of juvenile
records. Fingerprints are essential for searching record
systems, for matching records to record subjects and for
use in investigations.

The Federal Youth t:orroctions Act states that
unless a juvenile is prosecuted as an adult, the law
enforcement agency which takes the youth into custody- -
typically the United States Marshal's Office or the Fill- -
cannot take the youth's fingerprints or photograph unless
the agency first obtains the written ennsent of the
judge.'

Many state juvenile codes also prohibit or restrict
the fingerprinting of juveniles and impose restrictions on
the use and disposition of these prints. Provisions of this
kind are included in the laws of Alabama, the District of
Colum6ia, Georgia, Illinois Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Mon-
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, dew Jersey, New York, North
Dakota, Orlgon, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, Virginia
and Wyoming.

Most of the statutes are similar. They prohibit
agencies from taking a juvenile's prints unless he is at
least an adolescent and he has committed a serious
offense. In addition, many of the statutes prohibit
agencies from mixing juvenile and adult prints and require
the agency to destroy the prints once the juvenile reaches
adulthood, at least, if the Juvenile has established a "clean
record" period beforehand.

Iowa's statutory fingerprint provision is fairly typi-
cal. It Provides that a juvenile taken into custody by a
criminal justice agency may not be fingerprinted unless:
(1) the juvenile court waives jurisdiction so that the
juvenile can be prosecuted as an adult; or (2) the juvenile
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14 14 yeere of age or older and etierged with an offense
that would be a fatuity if committed by art adult/ Finger-
prints of juveniles are required to be kept saparete from
those of adults and may not be placed in the state central
repository which contains adult criminal records nor lent
to any fedstraifingerprint repository.

Under town, law iteeetts to fingerprints of Juveniles is
limited to peace officers when necessary for the dis-
charge of their ffie141 duties or when ordered by the
juvenile court in individual eases when Inspection, is
"neceasery in Ike p lie interest." If no petition alleging
delinquency is f or if the outcome of the juvenile
court proceedings is favorable to the juvenile, the finger-
prints must be removed from the file and destroyed. ,Even
IY the juAnile is adjudicated delinquent, Jowl requires
that the prints must be descroyel when heir she re4ohesC
21 years of age, provided that the juvenile has not been
the aubject of a delinquency adjudication or conviction of
a felony or aggravated misdemeanor, since the juvenile
rittalned.16 years of ago.

The only flexibility in Iowa's statutory scheve, and
the scheme in many other states, involves !Mad prints
which are found in an investigation. If latent fingerprints
are found during the Investigation of a crime and a peace
officer has reasonable grounds to believe the prints are
thooe of a particular juvenile, the juvenile may be finger-
printed without regard to age or the nature of the offense
"for immediate comparison". with the latent prints. If the
comparison is negative or the juvenile is not referred to
the court, the fingerprints must be. destroyed immediate-
ly. If the comparison if( positive and the child is referred
to the court, all copies of the fingerprints must, be
delivered to the court for disposition.

Nevada's statute, is very similar, except that juven-
iles under the age of 14, charged with offenses that would
be felonies if committed by adults, may be fingerprinted
with court approval. Nevada also permits fingerprints of
juveniles to be sent to the state criminal record reposi-
tory and to the FBI if the juvenile is found to have
committed an offense that would be a felony if commit-
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teal by an WWI' 3itio4 fingerprints are to b otettottitRod in
file* seperrite from N4v44444 adult (11044 40140 to oc00041
*dewily pteeautione, and are to be 4V411413110 only for
eompatison purpose* in the investigation of eritee, The
Nev ede le* also authorises the !liking of print.* for
compare on with lettant prints."

Now f'ork's family court ettatuteeineludos detested
provisions for juvenile fingerprint rends. A juvenile
may be fingerprinted by a police agency if he is at least
13 years old and is charged with an offense that if
committed by an adult would be* 01444 A, II or C' felony,
or is at least 11 years OW and is charged with an offer4*
that would be a etas* A or It felony. AU copies of such
fingerprints must be forwarded to the state central reeved
repository and no copies may be retained locally.

If the juvenile court adjudication is favorable to the
juvenile, the family court must order the repository to
destroy the fingerprints. It, on the other hand, the
juvenile is adjudicated delinquent for an offense that
would be a felony if committed by an adult, the prints
may be maintained by the fepository in as special juvenile
file. If the juvenile reaches age 21, or 3 years after the
adjudication, the fingerprints must be destroyed, if there
has been no intervening conviction of a criminal offense.
Importantly,' if the subject is convicted of as criminal
offense before the prints are destroyed, the juvenile file
is transferred to the repository's adult criminal file and
becomes available as part of that tile.

Because so many states prohibit local police agen-
cies from sending juvenile fingerprints to the FBI, the
Attorney General's Task Force Report on Violent Crime
calls upon the Attorney General to encourage states to
take appropriate steps to make juvenile fingerprints avail-
able to the FBI." New Jersey has recently done just
Oat. Its new juvenile offender laW adopted on Jul)", 23,.
082, permits the fingerprinting and photographing of
most juvenile offenders and establishes a central registry
of juvenile offenders for the exchange of prints and
information among law enforcement agencies, including
the FBI."
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Chapter Trio

JUVENILE COURT RECORDS

This chapter descrihes the Manner in which juvenile ;

courts customarily create and maintain records °about
their* contacts with juvenile offenders. The. chapter
begins with a brief description of the size and manner of
operation of the juvenile court system.

Juvenile court records, unlike juvenile police rec-
ords, are closely regulated by legislation and court rule.
In most states there 'are two , types of juvenile cot
records= legal records,. which formally describe the
juvenile's experience in the court; andrsocial records,
which contain information about the juvenile's background
and subjective, evaluative information.

In most states, statute law requires that an indi-
vidual's -juvenile record information and his adult criminal
history record information not be combined. This prohibi-

,tion hinders the development of statistical data, creates
problems tor the effective implementation of first of-
fender and other innovative sentencing programs, and,
depending upon one's point of view, either provides indi-
viduals' with a needed second chance or Euillojnapproptiate
opportunity for a second criminal career. 1`

The Juvenile Court System

There are approximately 2,800 juvenile courts in the
United States.68 Most of these courts ate created and
authorized by state statute although they are Aisually'
municipal or county based. in most states juvenile courts
have a complex tangle of relationships with state 'and
Ideal .agencies. The juvenile, courts' ability to function is
usually dependent on fiscal and administrative, resources
provided by both state and local welfare and criminal
justice agencies." Customarily, juvenile courtsL deci-
sions are reyiewable by the state's appellate 'Courts.
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Over the years the juvenile courts 'and their judges
have been the subject of harsh criticism. Juvenile court
judges are sometimes elected;, sometimes serve in the
position on a part-time basis; may not be lawyers; and
may not, in rare cases, even have the benefit of a college
education.", These factors, coupled with Chronically and
critically low funding, provoke charges o poor perform-.
ance. One law' review commentator observed that .while
"good will, compassion and similar virtues. . . are admir-
ably present throughout the system. . . expertise, the
keystone ofthe whole venture, is lacking.'1;1

Prodded by these criticisms and the upreme Couri's
extension of substantial due process rights to juvenile
defendants, juvenile courts-in 'recent years have becqme
more formal and arguably. more professional. Today, moat
juvenile courts are courts in every sense of the word,
replete with full-time lawyers, jurists, public prosecutors,
public defender or legal aide attorneys, and 'private
counsel: 7 2

Although juvenile courts vary to some extent from
state 'to state in philosophy, .function and procedure,
vjrtually every juvenile courtodivides 'its proceedings into'
three stages. First, the court holds a detention hearing to
determine if the youth Will be detailed in a 'juvenile
institution pending the "trial." Second, the court holds
the -trial (sometimes called a jurisdictional hearing) in

Ahich the youth's conduct established.? 3, Third, juven-
ile Courts hold dispositional or sentencing proceedings in
which the youth may be ordered to return to his family,
referred to a youth welfare or services agency3 or, in rare
cases, sent to a juvenile correctionatinstitute.'"

Legal. and Social Records
a

Unlike law enforcetnent juvenile iecord'44g;"the rec-
ords maintained by,juvenile courts are, to some extent at
least, regulated by state legislation. Virtually every state
mandates that its juvenile courts create and' maintain

-records,about rthe children it processes, and most'of those
statutes describe the records in some detail.
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Furthermore, most of these statutes distinguish be-
tween two types of juvenile court records; legal records

''and social records. Legal records usually consist of the
following documents: the petition (which by law in many
states must include the juvenile's name and age, the
identity of the juvenile's parents,.their addreis, and must
describe the nature of the offense); a summons; a notice;
any motions; the court's findings; any court orders; and
the judgment.7 5

Legal records are created more or less automatic-
ally; and the type of information which these records
contain and their maintenance is usually "not a matter of
discretion for the juvenile court judge. One juvenile court
judge described the process that impels the creation of
legal records as follows:

"The juvenile court, therefore, receives a
great quantity of detail, the receipt of which
it does not control.

The public prosecutor files, petitions in delin-
quency. These must allege the juvenile's name
and age, identify parents and their address and
state the precise nature of the offense.. This
becomes and remains a permanent court rec-
ord, unless and until sealed or expunged. A
pjeliminary hearing will reveal further detail
about the alleged offender and offense, pre-
served in a Stenographic record. Motions to
suppress evidence or for greater particularity
further increase the record. An admission to
the petition will develop yet more recorded
detail about the child and the offense. A
contested hearing whether t2 court or jury,.
will-add to the record."76

Social records usually include information about the
juvenile's family background; records of medical or men-
tal health examinations; treathient information; and other
types of personal information compiled by probation, t
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treatment and rehabilitative personnel. The creation and
maintenance of social record information is considered
more controversial than the creation and maintenance of
legal record information. Social record data is regarded
as ensitive and less germaine to the juvenile justice
p ocess than legal record information. Probably for these
reasons, juvenile justice statutes generally accord social
records the highest degree of confidentiality, frequently
requiring 'curt approval for access by anyone other than
the juvenile or his representatives and court and rehabili-
tative personnel.

Customarily, juvenile court'statutes do not define Or
y way restrict the type or amount of personal

or mation that can be collected or placed in social
In consequence, critics have charged juvenile

judges and rehabilitative agencies with an unthinking,
'unselective and ultimately counterproductive "lust" for
the acquisition of extremely personal data about juveniles
and their families.

[ T] here are no laws establishing any qual-
ity controls with regard to practices of col-

, lecting and using information. Thus, juvenile
courts are not compelled to be introspective

about their information-gathering practices.
In other words, juvenile courts are never re-
quired to ask themselves (never mind prove)
why, in a robbery case, for example, there is
or is not a justification for expending re-
sources to collect information. regarding the
child's petformance in school or the degree to
which his family is functional or dysfunctional.
* * * The policy' question on, the level of
information systems is to what extent should
the juvenile courts be allowed to collect and
store information, particularly information of
a private nature, which has a relatively low
predictive power. * * * There are no laws
which presently recognize- that a juvenile
court's thirst for information should be
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Weighed against a juvenile's right and need for
privacy."

The courts have not taken nearly so negative a view
as the commentators have of juvenile courts' appetite for
information. In T.N.G. v. Superior Court of, City and
County of San Francisco, the Supreme Court of Cal-
iforniatraditionally one of the nation's courts that is
moat sensitive to privacy concerns--rejected a request to
purge juvenile records, and quoted with approval the trial
court's rationale that, "these records should be made
available to the probation officers and knowledgeable to
the Court, so that if they came back that all of these
matters can be considered in determining What is in the
best interests of the minors."7°

A few years later the Washington Supreme Court
reached exactly the same conclusion for the same rea-
sons.

"Complete expunction of petitioners' arrest
records, juvenile court files and what they
have categorized as social and legal 41es,
however, would be contrary to the underfing
philosophy of our juvenile law.

* * *

In short, the judge facing one of the most
difficult tasks in the judicial system needs all
the help and. information possible to reach a
decision as to how to best 7redt and aid the
Juvenile before him.""

One of the few complaints. tpade by a court about
the juvenile court's collection of information was implied
by the Supreme Court in In re Gault. There the Supreme
Court noted that under the guise of paternalism, and
informality juvenile cowls may extract information-from
Juveniles which the juvenile would not offer in a more
adversarial setting." The Court implied, and others have
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said expressly, that if the juvenile courts collect sensitive
data in this manner they have an obligation to insure its
confidentiality. Otherwise, the juvenile court deceives its
youthful wards into making disclosures which later come
back to haunt theM.

As one juvenile court judge put its 1

"...the juvenile court entraps the juvenile into
a disclosure under the guise of non-criminality
and confidentiality. If such is the case, then a
fraud is thereby perpetrated on the juvenile
who trusts the integrity of the Court."'

Segregation of Juvenile and Adult Records

Regardless of the content or character of juvenile
court record information, virtually every state juvenile
code today requires that such records be maintained
seppotately from adult criminal record information. Pro-
vis

ifor
sepaFate maintenance of juvenile records are

found in the juvenile codes of Illinois, Kansas, Maryland,
Minnesota Missouri, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South 4Dakota, Vir-
ginia and several other states.

In addition, many state adult criminal justice record
laws provide expressly that juvenile records may not be
included in adult systems. For example, Louisiana's law
expressly states that, "nothing contained herein shall
require or permit the collection and storage of individu-
ally identifiable criminal history or delinquency records of
juveniles by the bureau unless a juvenile is tried and
convicted as an adult..."82 Provisions expressly excluding
juvenile records from inclusion' fare found in the adult
criminal history statutes of. Kansas (K.S.A. S38-808(2)),
'Maryland (S27-743(3X2)), Massachusetts (M.G.L.A. S 6-
167), Nevada (Nev. Rev. Stat. 5179A.070.2), Pennsyl-
vania (Pa. Stat. Ann. S18-9105), Virginia (Va. Code Ann.
S9-108.0.C) and Washington (Rev. Code Wash.
110.97.030(1)).
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In many other states, the 'adult criminal justice
record legislation clearly implies that juvenile records
may not be included in adult criminal justice files. Most
of these state laws authorize the collection and mainten-
ance of records of "criminal offenses," "penal offenses,"
"crimes," or "criminals." Since most state juvenile codes
provide that detention of .a juvenile is not an arrest and
that adjudidition as a juvenile delinquent is not a criminal
conviction, juvenile records are presumptively excluded
from inclusion in. syitems which the qtate describes as
adult criminal record systems.

Segregation requirements have a critical impact on
the availability of juvenile record information. Today,
law enforcement agencies and the courts rely upon auto,
mated criminal history record systems to obtain informa-
tion about offenders for purposes of identification, in-.
vestigation, charging and denteMcing. If juvenile record
information cannot be combined with adult data or main-
tained in the same system it ,may, as a practical matter,
be unavailable to police and the courtseven if theoret-
ically they are entitled to the data.

Depending upon one's point of view, these segrega-
tion requirements are either positive, because they give
individuals a clean slate for a new start in life, or
negative, because they give individuals a clean slate for a
second criminal career. Regardless of one's point of view,
restraints on the integration of an individual's juvenile and
adult information frustrates first offender, career of-
fender and other innovative sentencing programs and
plays havoc With statistical and other research efforts.

To date, the juvenile justice system hai 'lagged
behind the adult system in developing their own auto-
mated record and index systems. Although there are
many likely reasons for this, phenomenon, probably the
principal reason is the comparative absence of a priority
for quick retrieval and exchange of juvenile justice his-
tory information." However, as a result of continued
improvements In the capabilities of information technol-
ogy and its growing affordability, automated juvenile
court and law enforcement systems are becoming increas-
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ingly common." Recently, New Jersey adopted legisla-
tion which authorizes the creation of a registry of juven-
ile offenders for exchange of information among law
enforcement agencies.

V
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PART THREE

THE DISCLOSURE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE RECORDS

There are six chapters in this part of the report. All
deal with the topic that is central to the report--the
confidentiality of juvenile justice records. Each concerns
the circumstances under which juvenile record data is
available.

Chapter One deals with sealing and purging. If a
juvenile record is purged it is destr9yed and therefore
unavailable to everyone.. If a juvenile record is sealed
then, at least in most jurisdictions, it is only available by
court order, and then-only 'if certainfstrict conditions are
met.

Chapter Two covers disclosures to juvenile justice
courts and agencies. Chapter Three covers disclosures to
adult courts and to criminal justice agencies. Chapter
Four .covers disclosures to the juvenile 'justice subject.
Chapter Five covers disclosures to researchers. Chapter
Six deals with the most controversial issue, disclosures to
governmental, non- criminal justice agencies, private em-
ployers, the media and' other members of the public.

These chapters are organized 'according to the
identity of the proposed recipient of the data, because the
Availability of juvenile' justice data is _influenced by this
factor. In this regard the juvenile system differs substan-
tially from the adult system. k The disclosure of adult

'criminal history records to noncrifninal justice agencies
turns in most jurisdictions on whether there has been a
disposition and the character of that disposition. Stated
simply, adult 'conviction records are much more likely to
be disseminated than adult arrest records. No doubt
because juvenile dispositions are not supposed to Indicate
or connote criminal conduct, juvenile records, until re-
cently at least, have been equally available, or more
accurately unavailable, regardless. of Whether the juvenile
arrest has resulted in a determination of delinquency.85
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At the federal level the Youth Corrections Act
compels Federal District Courts handling juvenile matters
to safeguafd their juvenile records from disclosure, ex-

, cept in six circumstances." At the state level, the
disclosure of juvenile' records is affected by the Criminal

.Justice Informatibn Systems. Regultitions, originally pub-
lished in 1976 by the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration (LEAA), and referred to throughout this report
as the "Department of Justice Regulations". These Reg-
ulations apply to all state and local agencies which have
in the past received funds from LEAA for collecting,
storing or disseminating criminal history information.
The Regulations prohibitlaissemination of juvenile records
to non - criminal justice agencies unless a federal or state
statute, court order, rule or court decision specifically
authorizes their dissen1ination.°7

In addition, every state has adopted statutory pro-
visions which deal with the disclosure and confidentiality
of juvenile records. These provisions usually are included
in separate juvenile or family court codes or titles, but a
few juvenile record provisions are found in statutes gov-
erning adult criminal 'records or in statutes dealing with
particular types of offenses, such as drug offenses.

Most state juvenile justice codes devote consider-
able detail to the confidentiality of juvenile records, and
about half of the states have adopted confidentiality,
provisions that can be classified as comprehensive. The
comprehensive statutes, naturally, cover a broad range of
confidentiality issues, including the fingerprinting of
juvenll s; the availability and disposition of fingerprint
fi'es; blic attendance at juvenile court proceedings;
publ' tion of information relating to juvenile proceed-/i s; dissemination of juvenile court records (both legal
records and social records); dissemination of police rec-.
ords relating to juveniles; and the sealing and ptilying of
juvenile records. States and jurisdictions with statutes
that may be classified as comprehensive include Alabama,
California, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada,
New Jersey, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,
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Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia and Washing-
ton.

Juvenile record information is witiely available
within the juvenile justice system, In theory, it is almost
as available within the adult criminal justice system, but
in practice, this is often not the case. Juvenile record
information is surprisingly unavailable to record subjects
in many jurisdictions; juvenile records are available with
significant restrictions to researchers; and the basic rule
continues to be--with exceptions--that juvenile data is
unavailable to governmental, non-criminal justice agen-
cies, private employers, the media and other members of
the public unless specifically authorized by federal or -state
law.
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Chapter One

EINALING ANL) PURGING
OP JUVRNILR Judtrtett RRCORDS

All of the chapters in this part of the report deal
with the disclosure and confidentiality of juvenile justice
record information; however, probably the most dispo3i-
tive factor affecting such confidentiality to whether the
Juvenile data has been sealed or purged. A seal or purge`
order, with rare exception, will prohibit difclosure regard7
less of the identity or purpose of the proposed recipient,.
If the data has been purged it is destroyed and thus
unavailable, regardless of the identity or purpose of the\
proposed recipient. If the data has been sealed it will'
continue to exist, but customarily cannot be disclosed
outside of the agency holding the dal*, except pursuaat to
a court order."

Under federal law a youth's juvenile delinquency
record is automatically sealed if his conviction is "set
aside." Under most state statutes a juvenile must petition
a coqrt for an order sealing or purging his record.
Custoarily, juveniles are eligible to petition for such an
order of tikry, the elapse of a few years from the date of the
delinquenoy adjudication, provided that a subsequent ad-
judication has not occurred. In mdtt states a seal or
purge order can cover both court and police records.

Besides discussing how sealing and purging
disclosure, this chapter also describes the availability of a
seal or purge order based on constitutional considerations
or based upon the judiciary's inherent authority to redress
governmental misconduct. (96me courts have held that a
seal or purge order will be granted, indepedent of
statutory authority, whenever the juvenile detention, ar-:
rest or adjudication is Unconstitutional, or whenever it is
based on improper governmental conduct.1.,
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!fedora Law

The Federal Youth Corrections Act has something
of 4 hybrid sealing formulation in that it provides that all
court records of a juvenile proceeding are automatically
sealed "( Upon) the completioo of any juvenile delin-
quency proceeding whether or not there is an 4dindien
ti011omil However, unlike a "true" sealing statute, the
Youth Corrections Act expressly authorizes disclosure of
the "sealed" juvenile record in a variety of circumstances.

The courts have narrowed this formulation by hold-
ing that under thi Youth Corrections Act a juvenile
offender whose conviction is set aside is entitled to have
his conviction record "completely". scaled. The Youth
Corrections Act provides that a youthful offender who is
discharged from confinement or probation prior to the
maximum term of such confinement or probation is auto-
matically entitled to a set aside of his conviction." As
interpreted by most courts this setting aside of the
conviction requires a "true" sealing of the juvenile convic-
tion record.

In Doe v. Webster, for example
,

the District of
Columbia Circuit held that the set aside provisions impli-
citly authorize the sealing of the record of the set aside
conviction. The Court said that once the set aside order
is communicated to the FBI, then the FBI must:

"physically remove (the record) from the
central criminal files and place (A) in- a
separate storage facility not to bit opened
other than in the course of tbona fide crimi-
nal investigation by law enforcement authOri-
ties and where necessary for such investiga-
tion. These records may not be used by (the
FBI) for any other purpose, nor may they be
disseminated to anyone public or private, for
any other purpose." 1

Oddly, the District of Columbia Circuit in Doe
Webster refused to order he sealing of the recordTon
arrest which led to the conviction. The Court said that
the Youth Corrections Act does not provide implicit
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euthoritetioe for this 41e p Furthermore, the Court ;said
that pollee agencies needed the arrest record for future
investigations; and that arrest inforitiatiott is lees likely to
he 416001101146Ni and, if diklberninAtiOdo 1,4 leas stigmatising.

In reality the (wrest eicord, 11004% alone, may be
snore damaging to the juvenile than the street record
neeoropemied by the amelloreting and explanatory record
of the set aside conviction. With this point in mind, at
least two courts have rejected the District of Columbia
Circuit's approach and have held that a set aside eonvie-
lion under the Youth Corrections Act impliciWauthor-
izes the sealing of both the arrest and the conviction
record'',

State LAW

With a very few exceptions, all of the states have
now added provisions to their juvenile codes for juvenile
justice record sealing or purging, or both.' a These sta-
tutes are surprisingly uniform in their approach. Moat of
the statutes contain standards for: (I) the time at which
the records may be sealed or purged; (2) the conditions
that must be met; (3) the records affected; (4) the effects
of the 'seal or purge; and (S) the circumstances under
which access to settled records is permitted.

When Records May be Sealed or Purged

The approach of a majority of the states is to make
the juvenile eligible to petition a juvenile court for an
order to seal his record at a specified time and for an
order to purge his record at a specified later time.
Alabama's approach is typical. The Alabama juvenile
code provides for sealing of juvenile records, upon' peti-
tion by the subject or on the court's own motion, two
years after discharge from custody or termination of
court jurisdiction; and for purging five years after the
subject reaches the age of majority. This approach is
relatively common, and is followed by Colorado, the
District of Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, New Jersey, North'
Dakota and numerous other states.
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Arizona's statute provides for sealing at 18 (the age
of majority) and purging. 5 years later. Maryland's. statute
states' that the juvenile: -court may order records sealed at
any timesand shall order them Sealed upon the subject's
petition, after reaching the age lof majority. Texas!, code
provides that the court mayi seal any time, shall seal two
year's after jurisdiction ends (if. 4tateeconditions are met)
andshall purge the records 47 years after the subject's
16th birthday (if stated conditions are rat).

Arkansas' and. Indiana's statutes simply say that the
court may order records purged at' any time on its own
motion or the juirenilet,s petition?

California's statute authorizes sealing, upon petl- 1
tion, after the juvenile's 18th birthday or '5 years, after
court jurisdiction ends; and provides for purging 5 years
after sealing, or °automatically at age 38 unless the court
orders otherwise for good cause shown. Louisiana's sta-
tute permits courts to ,purge juvenile records that have
been inactive for 10 years. 'Holke'ver, Lo9isiana excepts
certain serious felony - type', offenses 'from its purging
provision. Montana provides for sealing at age 181 or °
termination of jurisdiction and purging 10 -years later if .

the county attorney agreesav .

A large number of states, including Connecticut,
Michigani Mississippi and North Dakota, "Dave adopted
statutes which authorize sealing or purging if the juvenile
is .adjudicated not delinquent or the petition is dismissed.

Delaware's add New Jersey's statutes authorize
purging to occur earlier than the normal ,time if the
juvenile intends to cenlist in the military. -

Importantly, most of the state statutory sealing and
purging prOvisions require the juvenile to petition the-
court in order to obtain the seal or purge order. Requir-
ing juvenile offenders to return to court td obtain a seal
and purge order poses a substantial btirdem for, most
juvenile offenders. Undoubtedly, many juvenile offenders
willnot have the understanding, initiative or resources to
surmount such a hurdle. Alaska's statute is an exception
in that it requires "automatic!' purging. In Alask a court
must order the purge of a 'juvenile record Wit days
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of the juvenile's 18th birthday or 90 days from the date .that the 'courts relinquishes jurisdiction, whichever occurs
last. .

The President's .Commission On. Law Enforcement
and the Administration of Justice's Task. Force Report on
Juvenile Justice described the difficulty which juvenile
offenders have in seeking a court seal or purebrder.

"Expungirig records is not thlAgimpie operation
it may seem. In California it requires initia-
tive from the party concerned and usually the
assistance of an attorney; the procedure
necessitates a hearing, and it may be compli-
cated or im-possible if a perSon has been a
juvenile ward in more than one county."

Conditions for Court Action.
Againl, the approach takeh in Alabama's Statute is

typical: in order for records to be sealed or purgeOrthe
court must establish at a heiring that the record subject
has-not been subsequently adjudicated delinquent or con-
victed- of a felony or w misdemeanor, involving moral
turpitude and no juvenile or proceedings may be
pending. These standards are: found, in juvenile sealing and
purging provisions throUghout the country. In addition,
many jurisdictions (including ,Colorado, the District of
Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, Texas and Vermont) also re-
quire. that the court find thitt the juvenile has. been

/firehabilitated."
flowever, some states (including Arkansas, Indiapa

and Maryland) take' the opposite tack in that they do not
set out, standards, but instead leave the Matter. to the
discretion of the juvenile court., Ohio, as noted in 7a
previous section, conditions' purginr-upon the subject's
waiver in writing tol\his right to jring a civil action
against the authorities for hia arrest?"

Finally, several state 'statutes (iricluding those in.
Alabama, the Disict of Columbia, Nev Jersey; New
Mexico and Washington) provide that the juvenile record



can be "unsealed" if the subject is 'subsequ ntly adjudi-
cated delinquent or convicted of a crime. T is unsealing
permits the court to take the- serkord information
into account in setting the sentenc

Records Affected

Many of the statutes which
also

for sealing or
purging of juvenile court records also cover law enforce-
ment agency records. Specific reference to sealing or
puiging of law enfordement records found in the
juvenile codes in Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California,
the District of Columbia, Indiana, Iowa,. Idaho, Montana,
Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,' New Mexico,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah and
Virginia. These statutes usually provide either that law
enforcement reCords are automatically includeg in sealing
or purging orders or may be included, if the petition so
requests and/or the court so orders., Usually the court is-.
required to give notice to appropriate law enforcement
agencies, and order them to seal or purge their records
about the juvenile. In a few states, including Indiana,
Iowa and Oklahoma, the juvenile code explicitly states
that juvenile courts can order law enforcement agencies
to send the juvenile records to the court to be destroyed
or returned to the subject.

Missouri's statute provides that all juvenile court
records shall be purged except the "official court' file"
(legal records) and that the court may seal the official
court file and all police records if deemed in the best
interest of the juvenile. Idaho's statute states that when
records are putged a special index shall be kept, available
only by court order.

,

Effect of Seal and Purge Orders

Most of the juvenile codes, contain a provision very
similar to that set out in' the Alabama statute:



"Upon the entry of the order, the proceedings
in the case shall be treated as if they never
occurred and all index references shall be
deleted and the court and law enforcement
officers and departments shall reply and the
person may reply to any inquiry that no record
exists with respect to such person."

In addition, Massachusetts' statute provides express-
ly that sealed, records may not disqualify the juvenile
from future public employment or service and that the
juvenile shall' answer "no record" to public inquiries and
answer "sealed delinquency record over 3 years old" to
police inquiries. Texas' statute expressly states that
nothing concerning sealed juvenile proceedings may ever
be used against the juvenile in a civil or criminal cue.

Access to Sealed Records

All of the juvenile statutes severely limit access to
sealed , records. A number of jurisdictions' /Including
Alabama, California, the District of Columbia, Kansas,
Kentucky, Utah, Vermont and Washington) provide that
access may be permitted only by court order upon petition
of the juvenile and only to persons named in the petition.
Maryland and West Virginia provide for access only by
court order 'upon "good cause shown." However, a size-
able number of state statutes (including those in Alaska,

_Massachusetts, Nevada, South Dakota and Utah) expressly
provide that sealed records may be used for sentencing

.-purposes if the record subject subsequently is convicted of
a crime.

A number of state statutes also expressly permit
other miscellaneous uses of sealed juvenile justice rec-
ords. Washington's statute, for example, states that
sealed records may be made available to the victim of the
juvenile offense. Iowa provides that sealed records can be
available by court 'order for research purposes. Montana
law provides that sealed records can be made available by
court order to certain law enforceMent officials and to
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person with .a legitimate interest in the case or in the
work of the court. New Jersey permits sealed records to
be accessed, pursuant to Court order, for use in determin-
ing prior offender status.

4

Constitutional nn'S Inherent Authority for gealhe and
Purging

Only a relative handful of reported decisions deal
with the issue of sealing or purging of juvenile records in
the absence of statutory authority. This comparative lack
of case law probably reflects the availability and ade-
quacy of statutory sealing and purging reniedies for
juvenile offenders.

However, where juvenile offenders have sought to
obtain a court order to seal or purge their juvenile justice
record wit t the benefit of statutory authorization,
some courts ha p _vided a remedy. In these instances,
the court's decisions o seal or, more often, purge the
juvenile justice record rest on one of two grounds.

Some courts have said that where the juvenile arrest
or detention was unconstitutional or some other mproper
government action led to the creation c4 the venile
record, the court will exercise its inherent authority to
right governmental wrongs and Will order the sealing or
purging of the record. For example, a New York Family
Court ordered the purging of both court and police agency
records of a juvenile detention after the juvenile delin-
quency petition had been withdrawn for lack of evi-
dence.95 The Court based the purge order on its inherent
power over its own records and its ancillary power to
reach juvenile records held by police agencies.' 6

"And relief in the instant case is dictated by
the principle that a court must exercise its
power -over its records when necessaiy 0
wevent injustice and unwarranted injury=-that
a court will not allow itself..to be made the
instrument of a wrong."9 7 ,
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In Doe v. Webster, the District of Columbia Circuit
refused to exercise its inherent authority to,purge a
juvenile's arrest record because the juvenile'''' failed to
demonstrate that the record described an arrest that was
illegal or improper. However, the court acknowledged,...)
that in the right case courts have inherent authority to
provide such relief.

A] lthough there are indeed many instances
in which courts have ordered expungement of
arrest records in the exercise of their inherent
equitable powers, all of these cases involved
either a lack of probable cause coupled with
special circumstances, flagrant violations of
the Constitution, or other unusual and extra-
ordinary circumstances.9 8

The other basis on which courts rest sealing or
purging orders in the absence. of statutory authorization I
to find that the continued maintenance of the record, in
and of itself, represents a violation of the subject's
constitutional right of privacy or another of his constitu-
tional rights. Up until 1976, many courts ordered the
purging of adult criminal history records (almost always
arrest records without a disposition) on precisely this
theory.99 However, the Supreme Court's 1976 decision in
Paul v. Davis,199 holding that police disclosure of adult
arrest records does not violate any constitutional privacy
right, casts doubt on whether a seal or purge order can be
based on the notion that the continued existence or, at
least, the continued use of a juvenile record violates the
juvenile's constitutional right of privacy. Lower court
decisions since Paul v. Davis; confirm that this theory is
highly suspect.1,"

Although few decisions regarding the constitutional
basis for purging juvenile records have been published
since Paul v. Davis, juvenile justice records are generally
considered to be far more sensitive and confidential than
adult criminal history records. Therefore, the constitu-
tional basis for sealing or purgini juvenile records may
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continue to have vitality, despite the Supreme Court's
decision in Paul v. Davis.

courts have denied requests for a seal
or purge order where no statutory right of sealing or
purging was involved, not because, they questioned the
authority of courts to provide such relief, but rather
because the courts concluded that the juvenile justice
system's interest in the continued availability of the
records outweighed the juvenile's interest in their de-
struction.1°2 These courts said that this conclusion was
especially justifiable in view of the juvenile courts' need
for data in order to "treat", the juvenile and the fact that
confidentiality safeguards alitady offer Juveniles ade-
quate protection.
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Chapter Two

SHARING OF JUVENILE JUSTICE RECORDS
MINN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

7

This chapter describes the availability of juvenile
justice ,records\-within the juvenile justice system and
concludes that, as a rule juvenile courts are entitled to
obtain any unsealed juvenile records for any purpose. In
some states juvenile courts are also entitled to obtain
sealed juvenile records for sentencing purposes. The
primary limitation upon a juvenile court's handling of
juvenile records, apart from sealing and purging, involves
the use of a prior record in the adjudicative stage. A
Court ,which reviews the juvenile's prior record at this
stage may be accused of prejudgment.

The availability of juvenile justice records to rehab-
ilitative and other child welfare agencies is also de-
scribed. Such agencies have broad access to, juvenile
record data, although their access is not as broad as the
juvenile court's. Depending upon the state, the rehabili-
tative agency may not be able to obtain all of the legal
records or may- not be able to obtain law enforcement
records about the juvenile. Since social record data is
thought to bear directly on the child's rehabilitation, and
in fact, is usually compiled by a child welfare agency, it is
broadly available to such agencies.

Juvenile Courts

The Federal Youth Corrections Act authorizes
courts handling juvenile records to release these records
upon receiving inquiries from any other' court of law,
including, presumably, juvenile courts.1" However,
somewhat surprisingly, most step statutes da not ex-
pressly -authorize the use of juvenile court records in
subsequent juvenile court proceedings. Express authority
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is found in only a few state statutes, including those In
Hawaii, Iowa, MassaOusetts, Mississippi, Oregon,
Tennessee and West Virgin la. Similarly, most state, juven-
ile codes do not expressly authorize juvenile courts to
obtain or use juvenile records hold by police agencies.
Only a few states statutes, including those in Alabama
and Hawaii, expressly provide for juvenile court access to
juvenile law enforcement records, While few juvenile
codes expressly authorize juvenile courts to obtain juven-
ile justice records, at the same time no state statutes
prohibit such access or prohibit agencies handling juvenile
records from sharing such records with juvenile courts. .

The absence of express authority probably reflects a
view that such authority is implicit in the juvenile court's
charter. Access to juvenile justice records can also be
resumed from the juvenile court's mission. If a juvenile

court is to prescribe effective treatment and rehabilita-
tion for a juvenile, it must have 'before it as much
relevant information as possible, including a record of the
juvenile's prior offenses.

Where necessary, juvenile courts can obtain a juven-
ile's prior court or law enforcement record by issuing an
order for its release. Juvenile codes in almost every state.
give juvenile courts authority to order disclosure of
juvenile records to parties with a "legitimate interest" in
the record. Juvenile courts should be considered to have
a legitimate interest in the record. Furthermore, there is
no credible countervailing policy argument against juven-
ile court access because, as noted, such access serves the
basic purposes of -the juvenile, justice system and con-
versely, does not undermine any of its goals or philoso-
phies. \I

Thus, even in the absence of express authority, it
seems a near certainty that both juvenile court and law
enforcement` records, provided that they have not been
sealed or purged, are legally available to Juvenile courts
for use in subsequent proceedings involving the juvenile..
This conclusion is further borne put by the fact that, in
almost every state, juvenile rehabilitative agencies are
expressly authorized by statute to obtain juvekile court
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and law enforcement records. It would be anomalous if
rehabilitative agencies to which the juvenile court assigns
the juvenile (sometimes includirig private organizations
unsier contract with juvenile justice agencies) could obtain
records about the juvenile that are unavailable to the
juvenile court.

The bettor question is whether there are any re-
strictions upon a juvenile court's use of juvenile justice
record information. Court opinions Indicate that juvenile
courts can, and should; use juvenile justice records to aid
in the disposition or sentencing of the juvenile.' °" Since
juvenile courts try to achieve individualized sentencing it
makes great sense for the court to know as much as
possible about the juvenile. Indeed, as noted in the prior
chapter, many state, codes make even sealed juvenile
records available to both juvenile and adult courts for use
in the sentencing phase of their proceeding.' ° 5

But what of the use of juvenile records: in the
adjudicative phase? The Supreme Court has said that
juvenile adjudications must be conducted according to the
rules of basic fairness. Is it fair for a juvenile court judge
to have a record of a juvenile's past offenses before him
when he tries to decide whether the juvenile committed
the specific act of which he is accused? At least a couple
of courts have ansvAred this question in the negative,
holding that a juvenile court's review of a juvenile's prior
record during the adjudicative phase is reversible
error.' °6

In McKeiver, v. Pennsylvania, the Supreine Court
took note of this issue. The Court held that a jury trial is
not constitutionally mandated in a juvenile trial. How-
eyer, Justice Blackman writing for the majority, worried
Oat without a jury trial the chance for prejudgment is
increased because juvenile court judges may be aware of
the juvenile's prior record.' ° 7 Moreover, Justice Douglas'
dissent, with which Justices Black and Marshall con-
curred,- complained of the danger of prejudgment in
juvenile cases because the judge may review the juvenile's
prior social and legal records.'" Althougt the extent to
which juvenile judges review a juvenile's p r record
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before deciding a juvenile's guilt varies, no doubt, depend-
ing upon the state and the court, there are reports that in
some jurisdictions this is a relatively common prat,-
tice.1°

The prudent view is that juvenile courts should not
look at prior records before the sentencing phase; how-
ever, as a practical matter, Juvenile court Judges in most
Jurisdictions are free to consult a Juvenile's prior record
at any stage in the proceeding, with the ei.aveat that if the
juvenile can show that the. court's use of his juvenile
record resulted in bias or unfairness, or that the juvenile
court failed to establish his guilt beyond a, reasonable
doubt, the juvenile will be able to overturn Hie adjudica-
tion of delinquency.

Juvenile Rehabilitative and Welfare Ales

Although almost every state gives juvenile correc-
tional agencies, probation agencies and other rehabilita-
tive agencies access to juvenile justice records, some
states require that the agency first obtain an order from
the Juvenile court authorizing their access. State codes
may distinguish between social records and legal records
in regard to access by rehabilitative agencies. State
codes may also distinguish between juvenile court records
and police juvenile records. Rehabilitative agencies are
usually assured of access to juvenile court records as a
matter of right, whereas their access to police records is
a matter of court or pattce discretion.

Virginia's statutet-Is typical. It provides that social
records about juvenilq committed to the state Board of
Corrections may be mide available to "any public agency,
child welfare agency, prIyate organization, facility or
person who is treating the child pursuant to a contract
with the Department." Such records also may be made
available by court order to "any other agency, person or
institution having a legitimate interest in the case or in
the work of the court." Law enforcement records about
juveniles may be made available to "public and non-
governmental institutions or agencies to which the child is
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currently comniltter as well as to persons with a legiti-
mate interest in the case or in law enforcement work.

District of Columbia's statute, makes Juvenile
court r rds (legal and social records) available to "pub-
lic or pr vete agencies or institutions providing supervi-
sion or eatment or having custody of the child." Law
enforcem nt records may be made available to "the
officers of public and private institutions or agencies to
which the child is currently 'committed thad those profes-
sional persons or agencies responsible for his supervision
after release."

New York's statute provides that, "any duly author-
ized agency, association, society or institution to which a
child is committed may cause an inspection of the record
to be had and may in the discretion of the court obtain a
copy."

Idaho's statute states that juvenile court records
may be open to inspection to, "any institution or agency
to which custody of a child has been transferred" or by
"persons, institutions or agencies having a legitimate
interest in the protection, welfare or treatment of the
child "

Alabama's juvenile code states that social and legal
records of the juven urt shall be open to "representa-
tives of a public or to agency or department provid-
ing supervision or ha legal custody of the child." Law
enforcement records ay be made available to "public
and non-governmental institutions or agencies to which
the child is committed."
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Chaptor Thrao

SUAKIN() OP JUVBNILE Jutt1ca BCORIX3
WITHIN TUB ADULT' JUBTICII

The nveilability of juvenile data within the adult
justice system is discussed in this cluipter. fly law,
juvenile justice data is almost as available within the
adult justice system as it is within the juvenile justice
system. Thus, it is ironic that, in practice, adult justice
agencies do 'have less acres to juvenile data than do
juvenile agencies. This occurs, not because laws or
policies mandate confidentiality, but because the legal
and administrative rules that govern the organization of
recordkeeping systemssuch as rules foroegregation, of
adult and juvenile records, or rul restricting the crea-
tion or use of juvenile fingerprints-kmake it difficult, as a
practical matter, for adult agencies to obtain juvenile .
data.

The first section of this chapter discusses access to
juvenile data by adult courts for criminal prosecutions.

-Adult court l are precluded (with exceptions) from using
juvenile data in the adjudicative phase, but this data is
theoretically available in the sentencing phase. in this
respect adult court access is very similar to juvenile court
acces..

The second section of this chapter discusses the
availability of juvenile data in civil suits. Juvenile data
is seldom available in civil suits, with the exception of
instances in which the juvenile offender or his victim
bring a suit involving the very event which gave rise .to
the juvenile record.

The third section deals with disclosure. of juvenile
records to law enforcement agencies. Juvenile law en-
forcement records are available to law enforcement aftn-
cies and, to a lesser extent, so too are juvenile court
records. The primary obstacle to law enforcement agency
access is not statutory confidentiality policies but statu-
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tory and ottu policies that govern the *Itemisation of
adult and juvenile record aystents. Thus law enforcement
Agencies often do not *Mein juvenile justice reeortie, even
though they are legally atittiOrIttod to obtain this~ data,

Dine leisure in Criminal Prosecutions

10 theory, juvenile data ought to be less available in
adult criminal proceedings than it is in juvenile wooed-
inv. After ell, when juvenile data is available In juvenile
proceedino no tlweat is 'Wed to the concept of confiden-
tiality because juvenile courts and welter. agentiee will
presitmably use this data to elitist in the juvenile's rehabil-
1(40Onend a primary purpcec of confidentiality is to
avast in rehabilitation. However, disclosure of juvenile
record information in adult criminal prosecutions presents
a different issue. Such disclosure raises a possibility of
Juvenile record information tieing used to punish, not
rehabilitate. '

However, the Ivey, is seldom analyzed in this way.
As a theoretical matter juvenile data is as available to
adult courts as it is to juvenile courts. Access to such
data is restricted at the adjudicative, phase (with °seep-
tions) and is available at the sentencing phase, However,
as a practical matter juvenile data is probably much more
likely to be Made available to juvenile courts than to
adult courts, due to administrative factors such as the
segregation of adult and juvenile data, the absence of
juvenile fingerprints and the separation of the juvenile
and adult court proceses.

A 1981 survey of access by prosecutors to Juvenile
data for use in adult criminal prosecutions reached exact-
ly this point.

"Although most states have laws that permit
the sharing oci information in particular ih-
stances, the practicality of the matter appears
to be the critical issue; Since the .juvenile and
adult court systems are totally separate insti-
tutions-- with separate personnel, policies and
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recordkeeping systemq--ninformation sharing is
mita routine matter." 1 v

Federal Law

The federal Youth Corrections Act, as noted
earlier, !emits disclosure of juvenile recoeds in response
to inquiFies from "another Court."11.1 However, in the
only .court opinion published to date interpreting this

.provision, United States v. Chacon, the Ninths Circuit
Court of Appeals narrowly interpreted this- broad langu-
age. It said that before adMitting a juvenile record, a
court should weigh the need for the juvenile record
against the Youth Corrections Acts goal of preventing
undue public Oisclosure of a juvenile offender's identity.

InoChacon, an adult defendant tried to introduce the
juvenile record of the/individual with whom .the defendant
was arrested., The Court held that the trialAudge Should
review the accomplice's juvenile record ti camera and
make any relevant material available the defendant.
The Court suggested that a juvenile record should not be
admissible in an adult, proceeding unless the defendant's
constitutional rights are at stake or the defendant is
attempting to introduce his own juvenile record.

"To permit release of ,juvenile records to any
court for any purpose would. substantially
weaken the protection intended by Congress in
enacting S5038.11112

State Law

State law, although
tive, is generally similar
state juvenile codes prohi
record in :thy adjudicati
prosecution, bdt not ''n the

bit
v

eerhaPs a little mere restric-
to federal 'law. Customarily,

he use Of a juvenile urt
4gie of an adult cri n nal
wing "stage. 3



The Sentencing Phase

Most state %codes either expressly provide, or have
been interpreted by the courts to provide, that a juvenile
justice record can be used for sentencing or related
decisions, such as bail. The majority of the state codes
expressly permit the use of both legal and social juvenile
court records for criminal sentencing purposes after con-
viction.114 A smaller number of state codes also express-
ly authorize criminal courts to use police records con-
cerning juveniles for, sentencing purposes.115

Even in states where' no such express statutory
authority exists, court decisions consistently have held
that juvenile court and police records May, be used for
adult sentencing purposes:116 Traditionally,. courts
have enjoyed, broad discretion to take into account a
variety of information about the offender at the sentenc-
ing phase.117 The courts have ruled in favor of the use of
juvenile records in adult sentencing proceedings even
when the state's juvenile confidentiality statute expressly
prohibits the use of juvenile court records as evidence for
any purpose in subsequent proceedings in other courts.
The courts have reasoned that use of records for sentenc-
ing after conviction does not constitute use as evidence or
as part of the formal "court proceeding.

In Commonwealth v. Myers,'" for example, the
Supreme CoUrt of Pennsylvania ruled ,on whether the
following provision . in the Pennsylvania Juvenile Code
barred the use of a juvenile record in an adult sentencing
proceeding: "The . disposition of a child or any evidence
given in a juvenile court shall not be' admissible as
evidence against the child in any other court."115 The
Court held that it did not, on the grounds that a judge
imposing sentence must have the most complete data
possible about the defendant in order cto' make a just and
fair decision.

juage-whose duty, it is to detiinnine the
.4)proper sentence imposed on those conVieted'of

crime cannot be exped,ied to limit hirnlelf -to



only, that which appears in the, record of the
trial of 'the prisoner.' zo

* * *

"A sentencing judge and others dealing with
the sentence, cannot'with justice to the boy or
the public ignore completely the boy's conduct
during the time he was within the age of
juvenile court law."121

At least one court has also held that it makes no
difference whether the juvenile jtistice' record is a juven-
ile court disposition,..cr merely a police detention and
referral. Any relevant information can be used at sen-
tencing that bears on the defendani's behavior or char-
acter.' 22

The only exception to the rule that a juvenile record
can be used in an adult sentencing proceeding involves the
use of a juvenile record generated in a case in which the
juvenile did not have the benefit of counsel or, some other
constitutional right mandated by Gault and its progeny.
In those instances the courts have almost always held that
the juvenile record cannot be used in the adult sentencing -
process.' 23

Many of the state codes _which authorize the use of
juvenile records for -sentencing, purposes also expressly' r.
authorize the use of these records for parole, probation,
correctional and similar dispositional purposes 'associated
with the criminal conviction. Provisions of this kind are
included in the statutes- in Alabama, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and .Vermont:
Here too, even where no express authority of this kind is
given, courts have interpreted the juvenile codes to
permit such uses.12"

Perhaps the most common type 'of "dispositional"
use for which juvenile records are available is bail dect-
sions. The District of Columbia's Juvenile Code, for
example, expressly authorizes the use of juvenile, court -

records -for baiPdeterminations. But even in states where
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the juvenile "code' is silent about bail/determinations, some
courts permit the use of juvenile records for bail, pur-
poses. In Brunetti v. Scotti, foi example, a NeW York
state court said that a bail determination, like a sentenc-
ing determination, requires the court to "take into ac-
count" the defendant's "character, reputation, habits and
mental condition."129 This kind of decision' requires the
court to make its determination on the basis of all
available information, including juvenile records.

The Adjudicative Phase

In general, a defendant's juvenile record cannot be
.iritroduced in court or disclosed to the judge or jury prior
to their determination of his guilt. However, the courts
have said that juvenile records of. witnesses and others
can be used in criminal if the information is
necessary in order to safeguard the defendant's .right to
due process and a fair trial under -the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments.'" As noted earlier, the Supreme Court
reached exactly that decision in Davis v. Alaska, holding
that the defendant had a right to cross-examine a key
prosecution wiWess about the witness' adjudication of
juvenile delinqulincy.1 2

Apart from- cases where a prosecution 'witness LI
involved, courts are much more reluctant to permit the
introduction of a witness' juvenile record for impeach-
ment purposes. In fact, the general rule continues to be
that a defense witness' juvenile record cannot be intro-
duced to impeach, him--although some courts have dis-
agreed.'" Where the fieferidant himself is the witness,
the courts generally hold that the defendant's prior juven-
ile record cannot be introduced to impleach him."9 To
hold otherwise, of course, would make a nullity of state
stautes which expressly forbid the use of juvenile records
against juveniles in subsequent adult proceedings. How-
ever, there is respectable case, law authority for the
proposition that the juvenile record, of a criminal defend-
ant is admissible to impeach the defendant where he has
testified as to his good character and past coriduct.13°
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In summary, it appears that adult courts, at least in
theory, have adequate access to juvenile justice records
for criminal sentencing and dispositional purposes. The
unavailability of the juvenile record at the adjudicative
stage in an adult proceeding has caused little complaint
since the court and the jury are seldom aware of a
defendant's prior adult criminal record at this point.

However, the real problem for the adult courts
caused by Confidentiality strictures is at the arraignment
or charging phase in criminal proceedings. In recent years
state legislatures have established selective charging and
sentencing regimens for cekain types of first offenders,
as well as certain types of multiple offenders. In some
states it is notalways clear whether a prior juvenile
adjudication affects entitlement for such programs. In
any event, if as prior juvenile record is unavailable to
prosecutors (and in some states this is more likely than
others) it makes it extremely difficult to effectively
implement first offender and multiple-Offender programs.
Criminologists note that as a practical matter, far too
many chronic and serious juvenilet,offenders enter the
adult criminal justice 'system masquerading as first of-
fenders.' 3 1.

Disclosure in Civil Suits

In general, juvenile records are much less apt to be
available for use in civil suits than in criminal actions.
For one thing civil actions do not involve a sentencing
phase where, by tradition and logic, the use of juvenile
record information is thought to be proper. _Furthermore,
civil actions are less likely to raise ticklish constitutional
questions about the necesAty for the use of a juvenile
record to assure a fair trial. Accordingly, with only minor
exceptions, the courts have held that a juvenile record is
not admissible in a civil proceeding to impeach a witness'
testimony. 3 2 -

. The Federal Youth Corrections Act and juvenile
codes in a few states do contain language which suggests
that a juvenile record may be used in a civil-proceeding if
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the court determines that there is a legitimate interest in
Such use and this interest outweighs the Juvenile's and the
state's confidentiality interest. The Juvenile codes in
Delaware and Wyoming, for example, authorize the use of
juvenile records by "other courts," which, presumably can
include civil cou ts. However, as previously discussed,
the' coures are likely to interpret this language quite
narrowly.' 3 S

Perhaps the only civil situation in which a Juvenile
record is likely to be admissible occurs when the action
involves the very incident which gave rise to the Juvenile
record. For instance, where the juvenile sues based on
the event which led to the creation of the Juvenile record
in the first place, the defendant may be able to introduce
the Juvenile record.' "I Similarly, where the victim of the
incident which led to the creation of the Juvenile record
brings an action against the Juvenile offender, a few
courts and the Juvenile codes in a few states authorize the
victim.to obtain andobse the juvenile record.' "_

Ohio has adopted a somewhat unusual provision
concerning juvenile records and civil actions. If a juvenile
is adjudicated not delinquent, or if charges against him
are dismissed, he may apply for expungement of all
records. However, he must first waive his right to bring a
civil action based on the juvenile arrest. If he. does not
submit a written waiver, the juvenile .court must seal the
records until the statute of limitations on the civil action
expires, or until the civil action is terminated. Then the
records may be ordered expunged.

C

Disclosure to Law Enforcement Agencies

In general, law enforcement agencies, primarily
police agencies, have broad and largely unrestricted ac-
cess to juvenile justice record information. At the
federal level 'the Youth Corrections Act expressly pro-
vides that juvenile court records may be obtained by "law
enforcement agencies where the request for information
is related to the investigation of a crime or a position
within the agency."'"
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State Statutory Provisions

Only about a dozen of the states have adopted
statutory provisions expressly authorizing access by law
enforcement officials to juvenile court records."7 How-
ever, some of these states plice certain limits on police
access or use. About the same number of states, but not
the same states in every case, have adopted statutory
provisions which authorize the sharing of law enforoment
agency records about juveniles , with other law enforce-
ment agencies." a Some of these statutes limit the
particular uses to which the records may be put. Absent
such a limit, it, appears that the records can be used for
all purposes related to law enforcement, including police
investigations and charging and prosecution decisions.

As an example, the District of Columbia's 'statute
places strict rules on the circumstances tinder which court
records are available, but has no restrictions on the
availability , to criminal justice agencies of law enforce-
ment juvenile records. The statuteprovides that legal
records of the juvenile court may be made available to
law enforcement officials of the District of Columbia
only to investigate a criminal case growirig out of the
same transaction or occurrence that gave rise to the
juvenile proceeding. Social records are available- only by
court order.' However, law enforcement agency records
about juveniles may be _made' available to lacy enforce-
ment officials of the District of Columbia, the United
States or other jurisdictions, "when necessary for the
discharge of their official duties."

California's ,statute provides that any unsealed in-
formation gathered by a law enforcement agency relating
to a juvenile may be disclosed to another law enforcement
agency which has a "legitimate need for the information
for purposes of official disposition of a case." When the
disposition of the juvenile court proceeding is available, it
must be included with any information released.

Louisiana's statute states that juvenile court records'
may be released to a peace officer, probation officer or
district attorney "in connection with the performance of
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his duties." The statute also provides that for`good cause
the court may order disclosure of juvenile court records
and law enforcement agency records relating to juveniles
"to any person, agency, institution or other court upon a
particular showing that the information is relevant to a
specific investigation or proceeding." _

Maryland's statute provides that police records
about juveniles may be made available for "confidential
use" in the "investigation and prosecution of the ch y
any law enforcement agency." Juvenile court re s,
however, may not be released for law enforcement pur-
poses without a court order, "upon good cause shown."

Mississippi law enforcement agency records about
juveniles may be released to any public law enforcement
agency, but the agency releasing the record must report
the release and location of the records to the juvenile
court. Law enforcement agencies receiving the records
may' use them only for "criminal law enforcement Jand
juvenile lei/ enforcement."

New Jersey law permits records of juveniles, includ-
hig social, legal law enforcement records, to bebe
available to prose utors and law enforcement agencies if
necessary "for the investigation of particular acts of
delinquency or crime" or if necessary to locate, apprehend
or protect the juvenile. . t,'

Pennsylvania permits ' law enfofcement records
about juveniles to be made available to "law enforcement
officers of other jurisdictions when necessary for the
discharge of their official duties." The Tennessee statute
has an identical provision, and similar prolifSions are found
in other state codes. Presumably, disclosure to Pennsyl-
vania and Tennessee 4aw enforcement officers is also
permitted, although the statutes do not say so expressl .

Vermont's statute provides that law enforcem t
records about juveniles may be made available to prose u-
tors and other law enforcement officials "in connection
with record checks and 'Other legal purposes."

Virginia's statute is quite detailed on the subject of
the use of juvenile law enforcement agency records for_
law enforcement purposes. Such records are,required. to
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be kept separate from adult files, and law enforcement
agencies are required to take special precautions to
protect such records from unauthorized dIgclosure. Dis-
closure is permitted by court order to law enforcement
officers of other jurisdictions for the discharge of their
"current official duties." In addition, without court order,
law enforcement officials may ,exchange "current infor-
mation on juvenile arrests" with other Virginia lay en-
forcement officials as well as those of other ,stales and
the federal government. This information must be limited,
to name, address, physical description, date of arrest and
charge. Furthermore, the data mily be used only for
current investigations and may not be used to create new
files or records by the recipient agencies.

Wisconsin's statute permits the "confidential ex-
change" of police records about juveniles with other law
enforcement agencies.

Miscellaneous Factors Which Foster Law Enforcement
Access

Even in states which have not adopted statutes
which expressly authorize the disclosure of juvenile court
or law enforqement records to police agencies, there is
good reason to believe that these records are usually
available to the police.

First, the law in many states, and at the federal
level, is silent about the disclosure of law enforcement
juvenile justice records to law enforce/merit agencies.
Furthermore, the Justice Department's Regulations,
which At standards for the handling.of criminal history
record a/My state and local criminal justice agencies,

..I:time restrictions on the disclosure of juvenile records to
non-criminal justice agencies. However, these Regula-
tions place no restrictions on disclosures to criminal
justice agencies. 199 s

Second, the case law indicates that the courts are
sympathetic to the sharing of juvenile record information
among law enforcement agencies. In Brunetti v. Scotti,
for example, a New York State Supreme Court panel
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noted that New York's juvenile code prevents public
access to juvenile records held by police agencies, but the
Court concluded, "nothing in that section prohibits the use
of such records within the criminal Justice system." 140

Third, juvenile codes in virtually every state permit
juvenile court records to be made available by court order
to persons with a "legitimate interest" in them. Law
enforcement users should qualify under this standard.

Fourth, as examined in detail in a subsequent chap-
ter,' many state codes provide that certain types of
juvenile court records, or juvenile records relating to
particular offenses, are public records. These records, of
course, wouldite available for unrestricted law enforce-
ment use.

In summary, despite the fact that statutes in only
about a dozen states expressly state that law enforcement
agencies are authorized access to juvenile records, the
likelihood is that the information is often available, until
sealed, for use by the police agencies, prosecutors and
others in the criminal justice system for specific investi-
gative and prosecutorial purposes. This is especially true
of the arrest records that police agencies maintain about
juveniles, and these are the records that are most often
sought by law enforcement agencies. Social . records
created by Juvenile courts and rehabilitative agencies, and
to a lesser extent legal records, are less likely to be
available, but are probably not as necessary for most law
enforcement purposes.

Access to Juvenile Data by Criminal Record Repositories

This is not to say though that law enforcement
agencies are as able to obtain juvenile data as they would
like. Perhaps the most significant problem is posed by
statutes which prohibit state criminal justice record re-
positories from obtaining juvenile histories or at least
prohibit them from combining the juvenile and adult data.
Today; riminal justice agencies, usually the state depart-
ment of justice or state department of public safety, have
the, responsibility to' compile, maintain and disseminate,
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as appropriate, complete histories of every individual's in-
state criminal activities.

However, even though law enforcement agencies
may be able to get Juvenile justice data in connection
with a specific investigation, repositories in motit states
are not able to obtain juvenile justice data in order to
compile a complete history of an individual's delinquent
and criminal behavior. Many codes are not worded
broadly enough to authorize courts qr law enforcement
agencies to share juvenile justice data with the state
repository. Indeed in some states, such as Virginia, the
juvenile code expressly prohibits the recipient agency
from using the juvenile data to create a new record. And
in a groat many states, juvenile statutes explicitly pro-
hibit the co-mingling of adult and juvenile records.1 1

Meanwhile, the number of law enforcement agencies
and courts which are abandoning 'or curtailing their own
record systems in favor of reliance upon central state
repositories is growing. Even agencies with their own
record systems are increasingly apt to rely primarily upon
the repositories because, thanks to automation, its re-
sponse is likely to be quick, inexpensive and relatively
complete. The result of all this is predictable but
extremely important. If the state repository does not
have the juvenile data, then investigators, prosecutors and
adult courts will not often obtain this data.

Thus, the primary effect of existing restrictions
upon a repository's handling of juvenile data may be to
foster the continued existence of two parallel but largely
distinct record systems--one for juvenile offenses and one
for adult offenses. The result of this two-track system,
as discussed earlier, may be to handicap the apprehension
and prosecution of juvenile offenders. The result may
also be to handicap policymakers who are deprived of
fully accurate or complete statistical information about
juvenile crime and recidivism and about the performance
of juvenile and criminal justice agencies.'

A New York Times analysis of juvenile justice
secrecy concluded that the, "veil of secrecy means that
policymakers - -in the Legislature, in City Hall, in the
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school, in the prosecutbro offices, in the Police Depart-
ment, in the courts and institutions for juvenilesusucilly
find themselves without }h1 needed to shape
policy on juvenile crime."' la a
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Chapter Pour

eualltar ACCESS TO JUVIIN1141i J MICH 11,RCORIki

In this chapter, a juvenile's right to obtain records
maintained about him by the police and the courts 13
discussed. Statutes in a few states give juveniles a right
of access to their police records, and statutes in several
states give ,juveniles a right of access to their court
records. This differs considerably from the state of the
laW concerning subject access to adult criminal history
records. The Departinent of Justice Regulations and
state statutes give adults a right to sea their criminal
history records in virtually every jurisdiction.

In those states that do not provide for a statutory
right of access, courts are inclined to order access only
when the juvenile can show that the information in
question was used to make a decision about the juvenile.
For this reason juvenile justice data which is relevant to
a juvenile's defense is usually made available to the
juvenile and his attorney, either by statute or court order.

The question of access by a juvenile or his attor-
neys, parents or guardians to his juvenile justice records
comes up In three contextc (1) access to records held by
police agencies; (2) accesto history al juvenile court
records; and (3) access to contemporan ous juvenile court
records in order to assist the juvqnile In his defense.

Juvenile Recoeds Held by,:Polipe Agencies

Just as there is comparatively little law governing
the handling of juvenile records by [fence, there is simi-
larly little law governing access by the juvenile subject to
such records. A few state statutes expressly give juven-
iles a right of access to their police records. But more
often juveniles do not enjoy a statutory right of access to
their police records. Although there is no case law
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dirootly on point it is likely that if the juvenile could
show that this InforinetiGn wee used as a basis for
significant adverse decision about him, the courts would
find that he has t right of access to the /Jetta on due
process grounds.i 4

Juvoollo Court Roo

Many state juvenile codes do. authorize ace by
the Juvenile subject to his juvenila;court records, includ-
ing social records, In most cases, uch access is granted
to the %Unice' and, while he is a juienile or under custody,
to his parents, guardian and attorneyl" MOM state law*
also permit the subject to have access to his sealed
records, and many permit the.subject to petition the court
to Mend his records to other persons or agencles.

Surprisingly, only two states, Indiana and Washing-
ton, have adopted statutory provisions which expressly
permit access to juvenile Court records for the purpose of
challenge and correction of juvenile justice recordi. By
contrast, challenge end correction rights are routinely
/available to adults in respect to -their criminal history
records. . /-

The Indiana statute provides that "a person on whom-
records are .maintained may request the court ,to modify
any information that he believes is incorrect or mislead-

Ping." The Washington state statute states that juvenile
jtistice agencies have a duty to maintain accurate records;
shall not knowingly record inaccurate informatioN shall
make reasonable (efforts to insure the completeness of
their records; and shall implement procedures to facili-
tate incitairies concerning such records, The law fuither
ptevides:

"A juvenile, or his or' her parents, or any
person who has, reasonable cause to believe
information concerning that person is included
in the records of a Juvenile 4ustke or care
agency may niake a motio6 to the court
challenging the accuracy of, any information
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congerning the moving' party. in the record or
chablengipg the ontinued possession of ,the

, record by, the aeney. if the court grants the
motion, it shall 'rder the record or informa-
tion to be correcteil,br destro'yed. '' ,

-, In. states which knot provide by statute for juV
Iles to inspect their court or police agency records, t
juve ile may have troubleconvincing a court that he hs a t.1

cons
"tutional or common lawc-riOt of access 'to

infor Con, particularly the social record information,
:unless, course, he can show that this data was used to

,,, , ..,make an dversle decision but him. .'

In rner v. Reed, .an .Oregon state court upheld the
denial of, a former prisoner's request for ,acce5 to psychi-

s. , .atrid and psychological evaluatiochs on the 'ground that this
type of subjective, evaluative material Was exempt under
the state's open records latv:5 'The-tourt was Anpressed .,

C. bY,the,argument that the subject had little interest in or
, potential benefit 'froni access to this typemf,pon-factual,

subjective and evaluative 'materia. This type of reason-
ing, if applied in a juvenile cape,i,would..mAke it'diff4cult
for a juvenile or his totfibbeahlaccess to hisssodial
records. . , .' Z' . ',',

uvenil *words for Defense .rn Juvenile Adjudications

:In- Case i.: where the juvenile' and.hisiattorney reqite
access to his juvenile record ,:in ,order to effe,etiyel
udefend'I . the :juvenile, . .there i's little , doubt that sue
access IS,r6tii.iired..'The Fecleral Youth Corrections Act::
implicitly''authOrizes..such access ih statipethaVdtirjrig
the :course: or. ji_lift4nile proceeding in federal .cour,t all
records relatinet5 tile-probeedin must not be disclosedL
except to the ` "judge, counsel for the juvenile d the
government, .or others entitled. under this section haye
sealed records.',d4 61 . ,,.4" ...: -` # 4 3°

Many.state juvenile codes expresSly give juveniles
d their attorneys a right to o-inspect any r,e0Oris, or other

n oration relied upon by the juvenile court :' 4 7, Further-
,
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.more, sufveys ,i9dieate that alMOst all juvenile courts -
have adopted fOrriial or, at least, informariiules which
give juvuils attorneys access to all juvenile records

,relied upoy the cburt.1"° _ af.

In Kent =v. United States the Supreme Court said
t iccets to rel4vant ,6 juvenile court, records by the

Ws attorney is guaranteed by the Constitution.
'held that before a juvenile, court could make a

significant edecision. affecting a juvenile (in that case a
decision to waive 'the juvenile court's jurisdiction) the
juvenile's attorney must have access to all infofmation on
which the court would rely, including any' social record
informatibn.' k 9 Tho Court cited the District of Columbia
Federal Court 'of Appeal's opinion in Watkins v., United
States, wherein it held:

"All of the social records concerning the child,
are usually relevant to waiver since the JUven-
ile Court must be deemed to consider the
entire history of the child in determining

''!zv= waiver.

* * *

The child's attornmust be advised of the °
ipformation upon which tie. Juvenile Court
relied . ." j



Chapter Five

DISCLOSURE OF JUVENILE RECORDS
TO RESEARCHERS ;

11
k

Thi hapt covers th rcumstances under which
researchers may o taro aCce 6 juvenile justice records.
Under ,federal law re cess is prohibite How-
ever, Under the law states reseal rs are
expressly permitted tex."obtain juvenile court ^records.' Juvenile records maintained by law enforcement agencies
are less apt to be covered by state statutes. Inditioni

jmany of state' statutory access provisions place sharp
restricti 4.1pon reseal et use and disclosure of juvenile
data. . x. 7r1 )1.1°

- 4 4; states whicli. do rgt include researcher access
pro O Lin their flivenileccOde, researchers may be able

aid access 'by convincing -a court .that they have a
._9egitimate interest" in thg records. The chapter notes
that Ceseareheros havecharged that various restrictions on
researcher access t6" and useyof juvenile data make it
difficult^ to conduct longitudinal research about
recidivism .,00,fecidivis and about career'criprie patterns. -

I

Federal Law
Ati

Under federal law,iyesearch oups cannot obtain
access to' legal or social JuVentle c urt records for re-
search purposes. The Federal"! Yci h Corrections Act
'prohibits the disclosure of juvenile co rt records except in
six specified circumstances, none of which cover re-
searcheri."1.

State Law

However, under state law the result is ofterc.! iffer-
.

erit. The Department of Justice Regulations -,permit
states and local criminal justice agencies to disterniriate
juvenile

_J records to individuals and agencies for 7the,.fex-



press purpose f research, or evaluative or statistical
activities, pub ant to tan agreement with a criminal
Justice agenc li

Furthermor 17 states now make expr.e&logrovision
in their juvenile codes for access to juvenile reedrds for
research or statistical purposes." 3. However; most of
those statutory provisions cover .Only juvenile 'court rea-
ords, not police records. Moreover, many of ,these sta-
tutes require researchers to get a court' order, and they
place restrictiona on the researchers' use of the;data in
order to protdct the anonymity of the, juveniles. Col-
orado's statute, for example, perd'44, records of court
proceedings to be inspected, with the 'Consent of the
'court, by perspns conducting "pertinent. research' studies."
Essentially identical provisions' appear in /the Hawaii,
Idaho Maine, SoutIkDakota and UtahAuVehile.0151est'

The Georgia statute provides ithEit',; tht,, court may
permit rchers to inspect juvenliCcourtAdords,iinderrme)
v(iatever us andand disclosure restrictions the "Court detrnS
proper. .. ' ., . i

Indiana has adopted a
. . . detailed ,provisiOn for/ 7 --

searcher access which requires the 'Court ito'.find .tha tie
researcher's proposed safeguards are adequate to-protliA
the identity of each juvenile whose recordS the rdstarCltdt.
plansto review.

;',,Some of the juvenile codes :prOS1,11rji-C-''resear'l cherW?
, . t

access to data which personally ,identifieS "jaVetlle of-:
. pp X v.

fenders. Ibwa's juvenile code, for ihstaAde; 'sates tnar
access .to juvenile court 4reeord$ may be" perintted;;by
court order to a researcher,!lprovided thatAd personal . --',.

identifying data shall be. disclosed to such a,efson," ,.
Mississippi's Youth Court Act' has 'anjdOntical prO-

vision, except that the Court ean'releasepi4ntifyingi data # ,
if it' is convinced that this is "absolutelyiOsential" to the
research purpose. ' ':,..-

West Virginia's statute permits., the:',rplease of juven-
ile court reebrds, and law enforCemeqt,records, pursuant
to court order to a pe*n doing:iesearch, on the cendition
that information which wouldIdentify, any juvenile may

,not be disclosed.



Other states permit researchers to have access only
If they 'are:conducting research, at the .request of 4 state /
ageney.,.trhq, yogi r;4*tatute, for instance, falls into this
category., "I!' . '. -

. Also, as alre -.Itotecii. practically every state sta-
tute permits, juvenil,e:Otati'to issue orders making juVen-
Ile- records available: ttiterSotir4fith a legitimate Xterest
in the juvenile or In thewprieof. the court or .theOuvenile
system. AlthOugh'no court opinions were fotind in which 4
researchers sought access under this type of provision, a
proper research project may well qualify under this stand-
ard. . ,' .

In summary, juvenile records, nd particularly :ju-
venile court records, are expressly made available to

, researchers in many states, subject to court-order and
various restrictions to protect the 'confidentiality of the
records and, in some Cases, the anonymity of the juvenile. '

Although researchers enjoy relatively.: broadifaccess
. to juvenile data, confidentiality restrictions, while: im-
portant to protect ,juvenfle rights, may have a negative
impact upon researchers' ability toi,. do longitudinal re-
search about topics such as juvenile recidivism and career
crime. Researchers wishingto do this...kind.. f work must
strike a deal with several juvenile anif'tidulC. gencies and
must .get their EO[iroval.to link juvenile and 'a tilt records..
The researcher must ithen be able to actually link an
individual's jUvenil and adult records- -no easy task in
states that mhk nile data available..tb researchers
only without` per iderftifiers. Not''Surckisinglyi', re-
searchers compl C hat juvenile. ,...A .., ,and privacy standards, together,'Vith trke, egAl, Adminis-
trative and phyhical separation of juveni1-: and adult'

-record systems,' makes longitudinal juv'etille:v arch..eNT
peflive and difficult, if not impossible:" 54 ,
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Chapter Six

DISCLOSURE OP JUVENILE RECORDS TO
NONCRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATIONS,

THE MEDIA AND THE PUBLIC

This chapter deals with disclosure of juvenile justice
data outside of the juvenile and criminal justice s stems.
Sharing juvenile data within the juvenile, or, to
extent, the criminal gustice, systems is not' though to
label and stigmatize juvenilt offenders. HoweVer, dis-cldsures outside of these Systems, according to many
observers,. stigmatizes, the44'juvenile and imperils his
chances for rehabilitation as4 reassimilation.

Despite pressures to relax juvenile confidentialityz
the basic rule continues to be that juvenile record infor-
mation Cannot be disClosed outside of the juvenile and
criminal juStice systems--except to record Subjects and
to researchers. Federal courts are flatly prohibited from
making such disclosures. Furthermore, the Department of
Justice, Regulations prohibit many state '-arid local Agen-
cies from disclosing juvenile data outside 9f the systems,- (
unless expressly authorized, to (4 so by federal or statelaw.. And the law in most Ates not only fails to-.
authorize such disclosures, it often
them.

The second section of this..chapter id
.

factors which, notwithstanding the basic rule 4%?-#41

tiality described above, foster the disclosur .

data to.non-juvenile or criminal justice a
section identifies four potential sources for
sures: (1) police agencies which are not coypikby.Ifie:..
Department of 'Justice Regulations ?z)r by state confiden-
tiality provisions or which' are-not in full compliance with
these authorities; (2) the courts'i'pursuant to their power
to release data, upon petitibn, to parties with a "legiti-,
mate interest" in the data;. (3) the juvenile himself; and (
most:inportantly, new provisions in state statutes wh.
make juvenile adjudication or charging information c
cerning serious offenses available to the 'public.
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The availability of juvenile data over the last ten
years has been subject to two diverging trends: - a
decrease in permissible, selective disclosures based upon

i police agency discretion; and an increase in across-the-
board public disclosures based upon statutory public rec-
ord provisions.

Factors that Make Juvenile Data Confidential "
In generait'jUvenile record information, both law

enforcement and ,particularly court records, is not avail-
able to governmental non-criminal justice agencies, pri-
vate organizations, the media or the public. Federal law
flatly prohibits the disclosure of juvenile court records
held by federal courts to non-criminal and non-juvenile
justice agencies, private employers, the press or the

ublic. , In fact, the Federal Youth' Corrections Act
trusts federal courts that if the inquiry is "related to

an ,plication for employment, license, bonding, or any
*Civil right oh privilege," the court's response "shall not be
'different from responses made about persons who ave
never been involved In a&linquency proceeding."'., .-

The Departtnent of JustiCe Regulations prohibit
;,thOie state and local criminal justice agencies swhich are
,covered,by the Regulations from disciosink jUveniie r -
ord information.tb any non-eriminal justice agency "unless
a statute, court order, rule or court decision specifically
authorizes dissemination of juvenile records." (emphasis
added) ;.',. -, . 1. 1

StatuteVe several states make juvenile delinquencY
adjudication information available to the public; howeverri.
apart from these public' record provisions, few if any

= states or localities have adopted atutory. Schemes Whichadopted
authoriie the disci° .juvenile records to

non- criminal- justice agencies. of the state juvenile
codes expressly. authorize dissernination of juvenile record
information to governMental not riminal justice agen- >
ciS.157, At most,, it can ;be argued that the juvenile 4.:(

,statutes, irkl.a few States contain , broad language- which
arguably covers governmental, non-cceinal justice agen-
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cies. Delaware's statute, for example, authorizes dissem-
ination to "other courts and public agencies," and North
Carolina's code permits the "necessary sharing of infor-
mation among authorized agencies." Furthermore, not
one juvenile code authorizes the dissemination of juvenile
record information to private employers; the media or any
other private group. :

6Court decisions or orders authorizing or compelling
disclosure of juvenile record information to non-criminal
justice agencies, private organizations, the media or the
public are rare. in fact, most courts that have dealt with
the, juvenile record disclosure issue have emphasized that
if the juvenile justice system's purpose is to rehabilitate,
then juveniles must be spatted the stigma that comes from
disclosure of a juvenile record and the attendant exclusion
of juvenile offenders from educational and employment

-opf portunities." 8
In -Monroe. v. Tielsch, for example, the Washington

,4fupreme Court, While-refusing to expunge juvenile rec--*
or ds, declared that these records must be kept ailifiden-
tin' from employers and society.

"'This salutary goaLkehabilltation] cannot be
accooiplished -thVArrest. mechanism serious-

impedes., the "occbpational, or educational
'opportunities of the youth, that are to be
'served by the juvenile justice system."159

Thb Court in Tielsch cited a "poignant example" of .

the mischiefthat May be Caused by the-misuse of juvenile
arrest-reafrds.- According to the Court, a Washington
state community had recently fired its Chief of Police on
tIlt-baSis of their discOvery of the Police Chief's "rela-
tively ancient" juvenile arrest record.,

The Cqurt held that:.
v

"In a,ebordEinee Viti.14he. principles of funda-
..

mental fairness implicit' in otitinstitutions of
' juvenile justice, it is my best judgaent that

infOrmation relating to arrests not feading to

P...
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conviction of a juvenile may not be released
under any circumstances to prospective em-
ployers or non-rchabilitative educational insti-
tutions.""°

In many states the juvenile code not only makes the
juvenile record non-public, but in addition in an effort ko
further assure confidentiality, it authorizes Individuals
with juvenile offenses to deny that they have over been
arrested or detained or otherwise had contact with the
juvenile justice system.1 IS 1

Factors that lincourago.the Disclosure of..iuveaile Data

Despite elthese statutory and court imposed confiden-
t1qlity safeguards, many observers still express,the view
t tit juvenile record infornxtionis relatively widely avail-,
able to private employers, the press and the public.. The
President'S Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justiceittor example, worried that
although juvenile justice records are supposed to be
confidential by low, "in practice- the confidentiality of
these recc4ds is often violated."W The Supreme Court,
as noted. earlier, has cynicallyAla,yed..that the claim of

-juvenile justice _ secrecy" 49 fribilitrititoric 1 than real-
.0,6s 1. ....- .,s4ity. . . Ns, , 4";--1*.:: !-'r.,-:- .'-..;

HaWeVer much of the concern about the availability
-4,.. P

of juvenile justice data stemmed from the fact that in the
late 1960's and. early*1970's police departments in many
states enjoyed more or less complete discretion- to dis-
seminate juvenile _justice data.- At that time the juvenile
codes in4eany states- restricted the dissemination of
juvenile court records, but nkthe dissemination of juven-
ile records vd .by law enforcement agencies. Thus, in
1967 the Supreme Cowt could clainilhat -pollee agencies
had complete-discretion to release-their.juvenile dabk.find
routinely, exercised their discretion_for. the benefit; of
employers and otherkrivate deei§jonmakers.
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"Of more Importance are police records. In
most states the police keep a complete file of
juvenile 'pollee contacts' and have complete
discretion as to disclosure of juvenile records.

* * *

...in some jurisdictions information concerning
juvenile pollee contacts Is furnished private
emplo"' yer61. s as well as government agen-
cies.

In 1970 a. New arork family court even stipulated to
.th act that private, investigators in New York could
readily obtain police juvenile arrest and detention
data.163 During the same period concerned commenta-
tors decried the easy availability of police'juvenile. rec-
ords.1 6 !

However, the ;tient- of this discretion has been
curtailed in recent years both by the enactment of 'state
statutory standards covering police records and the ptibli-
cation in 1978 of the Department of Justice Regulations

,,,fohibiting police agencies which have received LEA.A
"binoiites in support of their information systems from

,7,-..cllaclosifig, juvenile record data to non-criminal' justice
agencies. Today, roughly one-half of the police agencies,
including virtually all large agencies, are bound by the

-Deparfmencat Justice's regulatory prohibition against
public disclosure of juvenile recor. ata. Furthermore a
significant but unknown portign of the remaining police
agencies ap prohibited from disci juvqpile data , to
the public by state end .local stat Zs, ordinances and
regulations.

nevertheless, it is ;probably still true that police
recorabout juveniles e.it more ap1, to be available than
court records. This av0Ability. is based on the fact that
,police agencies in some jurisdictions still enjoy discretion
to release juvenile daAa;ancrorThie unquestioned failure of
some agencies td'be'ln full compliance with the Depart-
ment of Justice. Regulations or applicable state law.
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Certainly, a number of studies and commentators have
pointed the finger at pollee agencies as the culprit for the
disclosure and "leakage" of juvenile justice data."' To
the extent that police juvenile records are, in fact, more
readily aVallable than court juvenile records, a particular
irony results because police juvenile records often do not
contain a disposition and are otherwise less likely to be
complete, accurate or up to date.1 6

In addition to police discretion, three other factors
may contribute to the public availability of juvenile
justice data. First; most statutes give juvenile.courts
discretion to release information to any party with a
"legitimate interest." A survey done in the mid-1860's
reported that juvenile courts were barraged with requesip
for records from employers, the military and otherti.
Some of these courts reportedly routinely granted such
requests.

"Every court investigated reported a steady
kinflux of records requests. A few judges have

employed their discretionary power to estab-
lish a flat -rule of refusing to release record
information, to anyone, but in most areas it is
routinely released tothe military and some-
times to private employers as Wen."16 9

Howeyer, this claim is now alrnost twenty years old
arid does not appear to represent current practice. No
evidence was found that the military or private employers
or any other segment of the public routinely seek or
obtain edurt orders fEr access to juvenile data under the

itimate interest" clause found in most state juvenile
cods.

A second factor often cited as instrumental in
permitting the release, of juvenile record infonnation to
J109,-criminal justice ligencies is the alleged practice of
employers, 'the military, licensing, boards and certain
other private sector decisionmakers of seeking such data
from the juvenile himself. One court described the
phenomenon as follows:
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"At present this legislative policy of confiden-
tiality suffers erosion, in practical terms, 'by
the omnipresent inquiry 'Have you over been
arrested?' This question appears on practically
every application for employment, college ad-
mission, hilliness licensi) or other undertaking
open to young persons. Indeed some employers
often require a prospective employee to per-
mit actual inspection of his juvenile court files
so that the employer may make his own check
of the juvenile's history. More often, however,
employers and others will simply reject an
application from anyone who admits, to the

beenthat he has been the subject of juvenile
court proceedings. "

Of course, as noted earlier, many state codes permit
a juvenile to respond to such questions by denying the
existence of his record, particularly if the record has been
sealed. Furthermore, the growing sensitivity and sophisti-
cation of employers may have led to a decrease in at least
overt efforts by employers to determine if applicants
have juvenile justice records.

The third factor is clearly the most important and
seems to be increasing in importance. A number of state
juvenile codes expressly provide that certain juvenile
justice data is public. As noted earlier, over the last ten..
years seven elaware, Georgia, Mississ-

, ippi, Nevada, New Jersey and Pe A lvania, haveynodified
their juvenile codes to authorize the 0 blic release of the
names and delinquency record inform Ion of juveniles
adjudicated delinquent. In all of these sta es the juvenile
must either have a prior record or be fund to have,
committed a serious offense before the public disclosure
is triggered.

In additiont a number, ok states makc juvenile arrest
or charging data public. Itertdo, the public disclosure
provision is triggered only by arrests for serious offenses.
Maine's statute, for example, admits the general public to
juvenile prpceedings involving homicide or certain serious
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offenses, and 01109 provides that ell records of these
protteedings, are pui011e. Indietees juvenile code states that
records of proueedinge involving offenses that would be
adult crimes are open to the public.

Iowa's code states that records cif juvenile proeeed-,
hers involving charges of delinquency are public records,
unless the Peblic was excluded from the proceedihge by
court order. "Missouri makes juvenile records public if the
offense charged -is equivalent to murder or to a else A
felony; Montana if the offense would be a felony; end New
Mexico if the juvenile has previously been adjudicated
delinquent.

Statutes in Nebraska and Washington go even fur-
ther. Regardless of the seriousness of the charge or the
adjudication, Nebraska makes all legal court records pub-
lic. Only social recerds remain confidential. Similarly,
Washington's statute states that legal records of juvenile
courts shall,be open to public inspection until sealed.

In summary, juvenile record information, while not
readily available outside the criminal and Juvenile justice
systems, is also not entirely secret. Juvenile Justice
statutes custonArily prohibit the public disclosure of
Juvenile court record information except for several
states which make records of arrests.for serious offenses
or records of adjudications for serious offenses public. In
addition, in some Jurisdidtions, police juvenile records
may be more available than court records.

. The availability of Juvenile record data over the last
ten years has been subject to two divergent trends. On
the one hand, police discretion tee -disclose juvenile data
has been restricted. On the othea hand, statutory.provi-
Mons have been adopted in mlny, statos, which make

icatioe data and/or arrest7:data about serious of-
enses public. The ultimate effect may not change the
ctual' amount of juvenile data which is diSclosed. How-

ever, the system has become more,formal and' selective;
and discriminatory disclosures which tend to- occur when
police discretion is ire(ohred have been replaced by more
uniform disclosures -oe qualified data to411 members of
the public.



PART YOWL

ILK ISECOIll) CONVIDUNTIALITY
;AND TON COUNTItOOM ACCEIti

ANt) Punue4lioN -nuarrs

Thi part of the report deals with two media issues
Wile)* slily affect juvenile justice record confidential-
itye the niedia's acce to juvenile court proceedings,' and
the media's right to publish the names of ,luvenii#1 who
argarrested or convicted.

ThOrii are gvlo chapters in this part. Chapter One
distogees the media's right and opportunity to attend
juvenile court .proceedlnica. The chapter covers both
statutory and constitutional standards, and finds that the
media does not have a- constitutiOnal right to attend .

juvenile court proceedings. however, some Nudes and
courts now permit"the media to attend, particularly when
juveniles are tried for lmlbus offenses.

Chapter Two discumses the statutory and.constitu-
tional standards which apply. to the media's publication of
the names and photographs of juvenile, arrestees and
offenders. In some states, the media Is. authorized to
publish suchoinformation if the juvenile is accused or
convicted ora serious offense. .Moreover, a recent
Supreme Court, decision holds that if the media °Maims a
juvenile's name from a public or lawful source, a ste.
cannot prohibit the media from publishing that nifOri
Without running. afoul of the media's First Amendment
rights.
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Chapter One

MEDIA ACCESS TO JUVENILE COURT PROCEEDINGS

Increasingly, state statutes or juv Ile ourts are
permifting.media representatives to attend juvenile court
proceedings, with the admonition that they not publish the
;julienne's name. However, in cases where juveniles 'are
charged with serious offenses the media mayte admitted
without publication restrictions.'

In the absence_ of a statutory or administrative
.authgrization to attend a proceeding, the media cannot
argue 1 that it has a right of access based upon the
Constitution. Howeveit, juvenile defendants may have a
constitutional, right to .;inSist upon an open proceeding.
Juvenile defendants.prob'ably do not have a constitutional
right to iroisl upon a Closed proceeding.

Statutory Standards

Traditionally, the public and the media have been
excluded from attending juvenile court proceedings. Ii
many states this exclusion has been based upon express
language in the juvenile code. New Hampghire's statute,
for examp,le,'expressly permits only the parties, witless-

. es, counsel,".the county attorney,' the attorney general and
persons with official duties to attend juvenile proceed-
ings.ings. -zi,. f).i \Howe. ver, recently more juvenile courts have been
willing to admit the public and the mepia. Thirte4n state
statutes now expressly authorize the media to attend /juvenile proceedings, with the caveat that the media is i
not, permitted to reveal the identity of the accused'
juvenile.' 7 1 / .

; 1, In a few states the juvenile code permits the public,
.

including the media, to attend juvenile proceedings wiith-; 1.

out restrictions ofi' subsequent dissemination or publican 1

tion. Customarily, these provisions only apply if/ the
1,

A
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youth is charged with particularly serious conduct which
would be a felony if done by an adult. For example,,
Main6's statute excludes the public from.juvenile prdceed-

as a general,rule,,but not if the juvenile is charged
with an offense that, if committed by an 'adult, would be
Classified as a serious hotnicide. Delaware's statute "also
oPens juvenile proceedings to the public if the offense
charged would be a felony, if committed by an adult.

In most other stateOhe opening or- closing of the
tproceeding is left entirely the judge's discretion. In 'a

guide
of these states the juvenile code sets standards to

. uide the judge's determination. In Iowa, for instance, the ,
statute allows the juvenile court on its own motion, or on
the motion of any party before the court, to exclude the
public from`the hearing if the court determines that the
'possibility of harm to the juvenile outweighs the public's
interest in having an open heari g. Zven if the hearing is,
ordered closed the court may, 'admit these persons who
have a direct interest in the c e or in the work of this
court."'" Surprisingly courts which have interpreted
similar language in the j codes inc. Minnesota' Jana
California , have held that the news Media has. a "direct
interest" in the proceeding.'" In., similar and equally
odd vein, one state, Illinois, exclud the general public '
from juvenile- proceedings, but .pe mits the media to
attend.' 7 il \

Constitutional Standards a
. ,

The extent to which constitutional Standards may
compel a closed or Open juvenile-hetring is still in Nome
doubt, at least as regards the juveffile's right to' insist
updn an open Or closed hearing. However there is little
doubt as to the absence of constitutional rights for the
public. and press. The Supreme ,Court's decision in
Ga,Inett v. DePasquale makes clear that the pulalic and

' the press do riot have a constitutional if& to insist upon
,an open adult criminal proceeding.' 7,s t Prepumably, the
public's and .the media's .constitutional arguments for
opening a juvenile hearing would be even less persuasive.

/4
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By implication the Supreme'Coait has indicated that
it would have no difficulty in upholding # juvenile court
decision to close its proceedings. In Oklahoma Publishing
Company v. District Court in and for. Oklahorna-CoUnty,
the Cgurt upheld the eOnttitutional right of the media to
publish the.name of a juvenile' which f4 media pbtained

..Ivy, attending an open hearing. 476 Ho ever, the Sppremet.
Court iMplied that the "juvenile- court could have readily "
and legally closed such a hearing, thereby preVenting the
media from obtaining the Juvenile's.nane. /

The juvenile's constitutional right. to.open or close a
hearing;presents a more difficult question. In criminal
trials fhe ,courta have held that a defendant has a:near
absolute,tight to insist upon a. pUblic trialeand a qualified
right to insist upon the closing of the proceeding if closing
the prqgeeding Will help to assure a fair Tria1.117 How--
ever, the courts are split as to Ikhether .juvenile
defendant' can insist upon openina Juvenile proceed-
ing.'" At At least one court has reasoned Oat. a juvenile's*
demand for an open proceeding i's, merely a misguided
attempt to attract atten4on.179

To date, the tour ta't have onot issued an opinion ron
'constitutional grounds concerning a juvenile's tight to
close a. proceeding to the public. In all likelihood this
Would be considered a matter for state, diScretion.; In"-
Gault, the Supreme Court indicated thatthe states have
wide discretion to establish, disclosure policies regarding
juvenile records and proceedings.1 0

I
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( Chapter Two

NADIA PUBLICATION
. OF INFORMATION ABOUT JUVENILES .

1 Ci

,This chapter discusses the statutory and eonStitu-
tional standards whiCh apply to the media's public'ation of,
the names and photographs of juvenile arrestep and

4offenders. In many states the 'media is statutorilTprohib-
ited from publishing such information. In few states the
juvenile code Makes the name of the luvenile public if' he
has been convicted, of a serious offense or more rarely, if
he has been charged. with a serious offense.

A 1979 Supreme Court decision imperils many of the
stare non- publication,statutes because it holds , that the
media, has a First Amendment right to publish the 'name of
any juvenile if 't ,haslawfully dbtainedfhat data; -* _

Stotutory SranOardi
is.

The Federal Youth Corrections Act and a number of
state statutes expressly prohibit the media's publication
of information edneerning juvenile offenders. The federal
law states:.

.

"[ N] either. the name nor, the' picture. of any
juvenile shall'. be Tide public ,by any medium
of public information in connection with a

Juvenile delinquency proceeding."181

New Hainpshire's statute: contains a strict publica-,
,tion prohibition which includes a criminal penalty: ,

"It shall be unlawful for- any newspaper to
publish, or any radio or teleileidn station to
broadcast's:sr make public the name ocoaddress
or any other particUlar information serving to
identify any juvenile arrested, without the

.99
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express permission of the court; and it shall
be unlawful for any newspaper to publish, or
any radio or teleVislon station to make public,
any of the proceedings of any juvenile court."

South Carolina's statute provides that the name ,or,
picture of any juvenile shall not be made public by any, .

newspaper or radio or television station without court.
approval. Wyoming's statute similarly states that law J
enforcement . records concerning juveniles may not be
disclosed for newspaper publication 'without the written
consent of the court. And South Dakota's' law provides
that there shall be no publication, broadcast (1-.4ther
publicity) of the name, picture, residence, or identitY.of
any juvenile, parent, guardian on witness unless -specific-
ally permitted by court order. . . , , -' ,

. In a number of states the juvenile code permits the
media to pUbligh the name of the juvenile offender, in the
event of serious or -repeat offenseS: Indeed, as noted
earlier, statutes in seven states now makeNthe name and
juvenile history data of serious juvenile offenders public
information. Alaska's.statute, for example,tstatgs that
the name find picture of 'a juvenile may be published if he
is adjudicated for a second time for an offense that would
be a felony if, committed by an adult. Virginia's -law
provides that, if the pUblic interest requires; the .coart
may release the name and address of fi juvenile adjudi- ,
cated for an,, offense that would be a serious felony if.'
committed by an adult. DelaWare's statute Os arrests
rather than adjudications and provides that if 'a venile is
arrested for an offense classified as 'a felony t the clerk
"shall release the name of the child and the names of his
parents upon request by a responsible representativ,e of
public information media." ,4

Constitutional Standards

A 1979 supreme Court decision indicates that stye
and federal statutes which prohibit the ,media from Pub-
lishing the names of juve ile offenders_ in all circum-

,
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stances fndy be unconstitutional. In Smith It. Daily; Mail.
Publishing Com parry, the Suprede Courts ruled' unqpilAti-,
lutional a Niebt Virginia statute which made it a crithe for
a /newspaper to publish, without written approval ofi a 4

juvenile *mit; the'1, name of any youth charged,as
juvenile Offender.' " The Court said that '-where the .

media had lawfullY obtain the allegedj enile offend-
er's name; it was a .viola ion of the First men&Aen't's
right of .free press JO p ohibit thy. publication of the
juvenile'S hame.

Smith involved a 14 year7old y, who fatally shot a
classmate in the jimior gh stool of4i small.West
comunity. The juvenile assailant fled from schoolni ool and
after 3.-hour search' was returi*d to school handcuffed.,
The Press learned the name of the assailant from. eyewit-
nesseS. A local newspapecsubsequently published the
lry's name and his picturecron the front page.' Grand jury
Ihdictments were returned far violatiOn of West, Virginia's
juvenile aritivublication statute and the newspaper de-..
feAciedrciting.its First Amendment rights.

The Supreme Court recognized the state's interest
in,preservihg the anonymity of juvenile Identities but said
that this inter.* is outweighed by the First Amendment's
intere,st:in assuring the right, to publish truthful informa-
tion.. The Court emphasized that .'state action to punish
'publication of the truthful information can seldom satisfy
'iconstitutional standards."' 3 '

It is important to emphasize that Smith is a publlca-
'don case, not an Access case. In other words, nothing in
$1nith or any other Supreme Court decision gives the press
or the public a constitutional right of 'access, to court

..proceedings or.reCords..1 8 Therefore, the state is free to
close its juvenile 'proceedings and tO make confidential
juvenile. reeordszlr ether information emanating from
juvenile proceedipgs. ,All that Smith holdi 'is that-if the t.
juvenile information gets into the publiC domain ,or
otherwie lawfully obtained by the pfess,, the states
cannot constitutionally prohibit the prese'subsequent,pub-
lication of this data.' '5

1
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summary, if a state wishes to-preserve juvenile
offp,:nder-.anonymity and confidentiiility, Sthith makes it
imperative that the juvenile court, and the' police take,.
steps to insure that "penile information is not inadv-eiL
tently made available' to the press or the tpublic; and
imperative that the juven1W.court,- upon taking ititisdie-
tion,, issue orders prohibitiicgle`publicts aCcess16 and use
bf any ihentifying- inforMatiOn about the juvenile *flch is
generated by the court .proceedings.

4
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PART FIVE

. THE DEBATE OVER' THE-CONFIDENTIALITY
OF JUVENILE JUSTICE RECORD INFORMATIONa

There are, almost as many views about juvenile
justice secrecy and confidentiality as there are parttei-
pants in this debate. And, as a practical matter, most
participants.from juvenile social workers at one pole to
newspaper reporters At the otheradvocate a moderate
approach which balances confidentiality and publicity
interests. However, for the sake of contrast, w- discus:sr
the competing positions from the perspective f-the
opposite sides of the spectrum. ' . .

'Certainly it is truOt that opponents of trict or
abiolute confidentiality for juvenile justice records have
become increasingly vocal abOut the need.to relax exist-
ing confidentiality statutes.' 6 Predictably, prOponent5 of
strict confidentiality argue with equal vigor that confi-
dentiality is esspntial for both the, juvenile and soci-
ety. 87 This pt of the report ideniifies both the "pro"k.ri,
and " n arguments regarding juvenile. ustice confidenti-
alitya here are three chapters to this part. The first
chapter identifies four arguments supporting confidential-
ity: (1) Iublicity onl5V "rewards" criminal cox duct; (2)
publicity traumatizes erring juveniles; (3) publicity de-

. prives juveniles of opportunities for employment and
other benefits; and (4) publicity is inherently unfair.

e secohd chapter identifies two arguments which
suppo the relaxation of confidentiality: (1) publicity
promotes public safety; and (2) publicitty promotes over-
sight and supegvision of the juvenile justice system.

The third chapter identifies the basic questions
raised by the juvenile confidentiality debate. Without
trying to provide answers to those questions, the discus-
Non suggests the direction in which the policymaking
process may be moving.
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Chatoter. gine

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF CONFIDE

Proponents of confidentiality identify a number o
interests served by confidentiality -and most of 'thes
interests, in turn, serve the traditional it* of the juven
ale justice system. One interest argi)ably served by
closing juvenile justice proceedings and safeguarding the
confidentiality of-quvenile justice records'is to prevent
the "rewarding" 'tic' reinforcing of juveniie misconduct
which arguat4 occurs when juvenile offenders reeeiv
official publicity and aelknowledgement.

Publicity Rewards and Reinforbes Crimirul Conduct

Many social workers and-juvenile court workers for
',example, oppoie open juvenile proceedings' out oar 'fear

- "show off."1: " Some researchers have also argued 'that
.that this gives the juvenilb an audience before which to\

publicity reinforces a juvenile offender's "tough gt.ty'r\
image; 'provides needed recognition; and actually ln=
creases the juvenile's status among his peers. Thus, it js
argued that publicity encourages the juvenile to comma
further acts of delinqtiency.'

The djffiCulty with this theory is that .it is just \
. There is no empirical support for thisthat--a

theory' a d indeed,' it is the sort of theory that may not be
suscepti le to empirical validation. One commentator
summed p empirical attempts to validate this hypothesis
by eonglit ing, "Empirical research attempts to support
the labeling hypothesis have beeninconclusive."1 9 °

Publicity StigmatizeS and Labels Juvenile Offenders

Many proponcts of juvenile confidentiality also
. ,

argue, somewhat inconsistently, that publicity, rather
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than rewarding juveniles, may actually traumatize and
scar them so that emotionally they are less susceptible to
efforti.-at rehlibilitatiop and assimilation into the main-
stream 'Of society.' 91 These pro'ponents, claim that pub-
licity dramatically affects a juvenile's self concept and
that a juvenile's self concept deterMines whether or not
he will become delinquent.' 92 This theory also lacks
empirical validation.

The closest thing to. an empirical validation of the
trauma theory is found in the work of two psychologists
who investigated the effects of publicity on an 11-year-
old juvenile offender.'" The isychologists worked' in
cooperation with the juvenile's father, his attorney and
the juvenile -court judge over' an eight-month period in
1976. During that time more than 40 separate newspaper
articles °appeared about the boy. The boy's name was
published in a number of the articles and one article
contained his photograph. Several of the articles referred
to the ease as that of the "11-year-old boy" or the "black.
boy who shot a railroad switchman." One article was
headlined "Young Slayer Found Delinquent."

The. psychologists concluded that frequent publicity
made the boy fearful and confused about his peer's
reactions, and distrustful of his father. The psychologists
did.not find that the boy's self perception changed as a

' result of his public labeling as a "slayer" and "criminal."
However, they did find that his feelings of dependency
and vulnerability Increased.' 9 I.

" Some critics of confidentiality respond that if publi-
city in fact harms juvenile offenders, there is ii salutary
effect to this because it acts as a deterrent against
juvenile crime. Juveniles arc served notice that their
crimes will result In unwanted publicity.195 The New
Jersey Supreme Court recently endorsed, the view that
publicity for juvenile offenders may be desirable because.
of its deterrent effect. In State of New Jersey in the
Interest of 13.C.1..,196 the Court WM called jipon to apply,
New Jersey's new juvenile justice code. It provides,
among other things, that juvenile adjudication data about
serious offenses is public information'unless the juvenile

1O(
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court decides toxithhold the data for "good cause." In
this case the Court refused to order the withWding of
information about a 16-year-old's conviction fbr arson and
extortion because' the Court found that the publicity's
alleged harmful effect on the juvenile's rehabilitation was
outweighed 'by the public's interest in ditclosurc The
Court concluded that this public interest "embraces...
'the possible salutory effect of publicity on deterrence of
the affected juvenile and others'."" 7

Other critics argue that 'publicity has no positive or
negative effect on t'he juvenile crime rate. They point
out that prejudice, poverty, alienation, abuse and neglect
create the type of environment in which juvenile crime is
likely, and indeed inevitable. Since juveniles who bedome
involved with. the juvenile juitice system either return to
the environment that jireds this crime or go to a
correctional institution with juVeniles from similar envi-
ronments, publicity is irrelevant.'"'

PubUaiy Makes it Difficul for Juvenile Offen& to
Obtain Employment and Other Valued Statuses

Although proponents of confidentiality may some-~
times concede that reasonable men can disagree.; about the
effect ,of publicity on a juvenile's self concept and behav-
or, they steadfastly maintain that there can be no
argument about the effect of publicity on the behavior of
employers, creditors, licensing agencies andyother deci-
sionmakers. 13oth common sense and a relitively large
body of empirical data insistIthat publicity and'the
availability of juvenile justice record ,information stigma-7
Aim the juvenile and makes it much harder for him to
obtain a job, join the military, get credit, obtain licenses,

.

or otherwise participate constructively in society.'"
Justice Rhenquist's concurring opinion In. Smith v.

Daily Mail Publishing Co., emphasizes the longstanding
and accepted view that secrecy and confidentiality in the
juvenile justice system is beneficial; indeed necessary,
because, among other. things, "exposure may cause the

-juvenile to lose employment opportunities." Justide
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Rhenquist argues that secrecy is "designed to protest the
young person from the stigma of tics misconduct and Is
rooted in the principle that a court concerned with
juvenile affairs servelas a rehabilitative and protectivo
agency of the state.""°-

In this regard, record dissemination polities_ are
thought.to,be far more irapc-rtant than policies regarding
publication contemporaneous juvenile offender infor-
mation. One commentator expressed this'view as follows:
"Those interested in 'the. backwound of the juvenile- -
employers, licensing agencies, UN; 'armed forces and edu-7..
rational institutions - -seek out cumulative records of the
individud's past rather than specific, isolated
news reports."2

Cjitics of juvenile justice confidentiality contend
that even if juvdnile offenders are stigmatized and there-
by find it more difficult to -obtain jobs and other valued
resources or statuses, this turns out to be irrelei/ant
because juvenile offenders are so unlikely, regardless of

-confidentiality or publidity, to be rehabilitated.2°2 They
argue that after all these yearS of insisting upon secrecy
and confidentiality in order to help rehnbilitute juvenile
offenders, one thing is crystal clear--juvenile offenders
are seldom rehabilitated.

Indedd, the Juvenile recidivism rae--however it is
measured and wiute'Ver,.its exact amott--significantly
exceeds the adult recidivism rate.2" 1 MS, critics con-
tend that if confidentiality is necessary and proper only,
or at least primarily. because It promotes rehabilitation
and if rehabilitation turns out to be illusion, then there is
litpe,reason to worry about maintaining confidentiality.
One commentator has expressed this argumeht as follows:

so'

"Traditionally the closure of juvenile court
hearings ispremised Solely upon the contribu-
tion of anonymity tdward the ultimate rehabil-
itation of juvenile offenders. Absent the un-
derlying juNtification of rehabilitation, there 1z
no ,interesf in closed juvenile court hear-
ings" x °
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- Publicity is Unfair to Juveniles

Etdvo tes of juvenile justice confidentiality-:also
arAue that confidentialityfir juvenile records and pro-.
ceedings- even .ifdnot warrantebased on the principle of
rehabilitation - -is' warranted based .ori-the principle that
juveniles are not criminally responsible for 'their actions..
They point out that juvenile offenders are immature. and
are not considezed capable of exercising adult judgment.
Juveniles are' not considered ,compTtent to liter into
binding contracts; nor acre hey tbaughtqcap le \ of exer-
cising the judgment to vote. Thud, it is both illogical *Iv._
unfair to expose a juvenile's Misconduct to he full gate
of society or to hold juveniles publicly accountable for
their failure to exercise mature and proper judgment.205

Proponents of confidentiality also emphasiZe that
the dissemination-of inforthation about a juvenile offender
not only harms and stigmatites the juvenile - -it also
harms and stigmatizes his family.206 Obviously, it is
harsh and unfair to publicly embarrass the innocent par-
ents and siblings of-a.juvenile offender.

To these argtmenIs critics of confidentiality re-
spond that as the juvenile justice system moves closer to
a criminal model and away from a non-culpability model,
juvenile offenders will come to understand that they are
'criminally responsible for their misconduct and that, they
thereby\ waive ...their right to anonymity and privacy.20
They will also come tO, understand that the adverse
effects of publicity and dissemination of their record are
part of the punishment. Critics maietain -that claims for
confidentiality and ,"fairness" made by juvenile offenders
and their families, are pimply outweighed by the societal
interests served by permitting expanded publicity and
dissemination of juvenile offender information.
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Chapter Two.

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF PUBLICITY.

Critics 'of confidentiality not only claim that argu-
ments which support confidentiality are unpersuasive,
they cite a couple of positive, societal interests served bye.
the public availability ofitnforMatien about juvenile ar-
restees and offenders.

Pi lieity Promotes Public Safety

Proponents pf publicit 1 argue that publication of
inforMation 'about,- juvenile offenders is important because
it serves society's valid neeklifor identification of, danger-
ous, offenders.' They urge that in an era when criminal
acts, including serious criminal acts,' are frequently cein-
mitted by juveniles, it is critical. that the public is as ured
that those offenders, whatever their age, are ide tified
and punished.

As long ago as the mid-1950's, ,newspapegledi oriels
'campaigned)/ for public identification and punishment of
juvenile off endeis.

"..4he kid who prowl the, cft with a loaded
gun doesn't even deserve a first break. At 14,
he can kill, you just as though he were 40. We
think [the juvenile court Judge] serves no
useful purpose by trying to keep Tulsans from
learning the names of those youngsters who
have gone forth to rape or who are equipped to
kill." zu 8

Critics of existing confidentiality)strictures_contend
that a relaxation of secrecyiis necessary-in order to warn
employers, educators and others who may entrust respon-
siblities to or deal. with juveniles that a particular juvenile
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may be unsuit 1 for certain duties, or may be violent
and dangerous According to this view, juvenile jus-
tice authoriti are too often, c'ehcerned'wjth the welfare
of the juve e at the expense of societal safety. As one
juvenile co rt judge has observed,, "The juvenile justice
system's( first responsibility is to society, to promote
voluntar compliance with society's rules, to safeguard
the, pub C.21 °

he New Jersey Supreme Court's 1980 opinion in the
case/captioned In the Interest of B.C.L., made exactly
this/ point. "The gravity of the offense can also be a
su ficient warrant for disclosure... implicit in the public's
recognized right to be informed is its ability to have the
nformation necessary for Its security."2"

The late J. Edgar .Hoover put it more bluntly:

"Are we, to stand idly by while fierce young
hoodlums--too often and too long harbored
under the glossy misnomer of, juvenile delin
quentsroam, our streets and desecrate our
communities ?"

* * *

Recent happenings in juvenile crime shatter
the illusion that soft-hearted molly coddling is
the answer to this problem."212

Proponents of confidentiality argue that there 1 no
empirical evidence to suggest that the avagabi of
criminal history data to employers, educators or others
promotes public safety. Indeed, the only empirical data
about the effect of such availability indicates that it
results in the closing of employment, educational or other
opportunities to offenders. When these doors are, closed,
offenders are more likely, not less likely, to return to
criminal and anti-social conduct, thereby increlising, not
decreasing, the danger to society.
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Publicity Promotes Public Oversight of System

A number of qbservers of the juvenile jukice pro-
cess, including jurists, also. worry about the effect of
juvenile justice secrecy on the public's right fe.evaluate
the juvenile system's performance and their faith in this
performance. A New York State appellate court, for
instance, admonished juvenile courts against closing their
proceedings on the grounds that the community's need to
scrutinize juvenile justice activities' outweighs considera-
tions about the effect of publicity on a juvenile.

\
w l

"Whether plblic exposure deters or rewards -

the young ffender has been debated. In
either case, those considerations should be
subordinated td the community's need to ob-
Serve the workiggs of its justice system with
regard to accusations Of major propor-'
tion.s."2"

The critics also argue that unless the press can use a
juvenile's name in a story the press will have compar-
atively little interest in covering juvenile juitice matters.
Andif the juvenile justice system is sheltered from press
coverage erformance and accountability may suffer.
An Ala preme Court was very blunt about they
enervating feet of secrecy on juvenile court perform-
ance.

"We cannot help but notice that the children's
cases appealed to 'this court have often shown'
much more extensive and fundamental error
than is generally found in adult criminal cases
and wonder whether secrecy is not fostering
all attitude of casualness toward the law in
children's proceedings.13214

Critics of secrecy in juvenile proceedings and confi-
dentiality in juvenile records also argue that a climate of
secrecy handicaps juvenile justice and juvenile welfare
agencies in coordinating their activities--notwithstanding
that these agencies are the, customary champions of
confidentiality and are customarily exempt from its stric-
tures.
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"Pr Om the schoolroom to the police precinct,'
frqm the courtroom to the Juvenile jail, se, lt4

crdcy so pervades the system thitt.even .offi-
dials who *Ott to be Informed about a child's
criminal conduct are kept in the dark."215

To these arguments,. ptoponents of confidentiality
respond that oversight of the juvenile justice system ;is,
not dependent upon, the' disclosure of personally identifi-
able information. .Provided that the public and i ed
representatives ate sufficiently interested in' e.juvenile
justice system, there are ample opportunities for review
and' oversight
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Chapter Three.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE PQLIOY DEBATE\.

/

The foregoing discussion demonstrates the complex-
ities in the debate over juvenile justice confidentiality.
Although there is a danger in over simplification, this
debate seems' to turn on three basic and extremely
difficult issues.

1. What kind of confidentiality and disclosure
policy is most likely to have a positive effect
on 'juvenile offenders' future conduct, and does
the effect depAnd upon the age of the. juvenile
or the extent and nature of his juvenile rec-
ord? Assuming that everyone's goal is to
reduce juvenile recidivism and increase the
chances that juvenile offenders will become
constructive members of society (i.e., will be
rehabilitated), the key question is whether
confidentiality or disclosure .promotes this
goal.

Probably disclosure policies have little
measurable impact upon rehabilitation and
thus we should look to other factors in setting
disclosure policy.

2. How much does the public (or. segments of the
public, Such as criminal justice agencies; li-
censing boards or employers) need to know
about specific juvenile offenders in order to
assure the public's physical safety or, confi-
dence; and how much needs to be known to
assure society's 'efficient economic operation;
or the effective administration of juvenile and
criminal justice, or productive statistical and
longitudinal research.
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Here too there are no dispositive an-
,t swers. Certalay part of the answer 12.- that

there needs to -be diftgrent disclosure policips
for different segments of the public., deDend-
ing upoJ the ariticality end nature, of each
group'p need for juvenile record data and their
accountabhity and reliability in handling this ,

data. /
. Regardless of the practical effects of confi-

dentiality or disclosure on Juveniles or on
society, is it fair and proper for society to
publicly brand a young person, on the basis of
his misdeeds? Many observers still hold the
view that it is both unfair and improper to
publicly stigmatize children for their mis-
deedsso long as the juvenile is younger
rather than "older" and so long as his misdeeds ,
are not continually repeated or are not of a
violent or heinous nature.

While the debate over these three issues ,is sure to
rage for many years ahead, the shape of emerging policy
may already be visible. Extreme positions are being
avoided in favor of a morelalanced approach which
encourages the, selectiire ,disclosure of Juvenile. Justice
data incertain defined circumstances.
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CONCLUSION/

Eldtted officials, justice prOfossiorialOcourts and
(

other institutions of our society are. contriblpl'og tot a re-'
evaIuat ion ot juvenile justice nformatli/."4 policy. The,i
tenet that juveniles who corn
is being challenged as the p
well, being is increasingly 't

`In criminal behavior7"th
formal process of juvenile
about the confidentia
proceedings.

As prosecutbr
'particularly, 'of qr.
commit simil
distinguish
P011CIQS
juveniles,
ageneiV,
adult Propedd.p:
ahead xtrierf,,4
qualities °of'"n
a way that reilebts the principles and character' of thesr,

(`) not culpabld,
and economic

hildren engaged
to be a more,

shift in attitudes
°ids from these

e to treat juvenile);
more like adults who

ences iri.policies which
hese groups will blur.

3' About' the handling Of
JUdicial and 'corrections

tOgni;Parable policies in the,,
ge,rto pOlitymakers 1n the years

to identify and preserVe thode
tion policy which protect juveniles' in

society. (,1..;

S trate o prosecute violent offenders, identify
.career-.:43% 'ats and punish habitual offenders require
irifOrrniticik, to succeed; information which does not
necessarily' ) iffeentiate behavior when an adult from

jwhen a uvenile.. These initiatives are combining .
WithrAW?Other forces we have explored to frame a new
juv nile justice information policy for the nation.
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PbOTNOTHS'

We wee the terms "Juvenile. Justice record information",
"Juvenite Justice information," "Juvenile ,Information,"
"Juvenile justico data," and 'Juvenile data" to mean infor-
,mation about\a ()articular juvenile maintained by laW
enforcement agencies, courts Or Other governmental
agencies concerning the apprehension, prosecution' or
adjudication. of that individifal In connection with a Juven-
ile delinquency proceeding or the eiluivalent.

tR
Except where the context indicates otherwise, this Report
uses the term Juvenile to refer 'to an individual 18 years of
age or younger.

The Federal Youth Corrections Act defines d'/Juvgdile" as
a person who has not attained hil8th birthday, it U.S.C.
55011. The Juvenile codes in 39 of the 'States set 18 as the
maximum age for juvenile 'court jurisdiction. The remain-
ing states set the maximum at 17 or 16. See; Reports of
the National Juvenile Justice Assessment Centers, Vol.
III., p. 125, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Protection (1979).

'See the discussion in this Report beginning on page 17 and
concluding on page 26.

report, ,although comprehensive, is by no means
exhaustive. Research for the report centered on three
sources: (1) secohdary materials, primarily legal but
including some non-legal; (2) statutes; and (3) case law.
The report's observations about agency practice must be
qualified in that no empirical research was done for this 'I
'report and the literature review was heavily biased in
favor of legal materials.

kEldefonzo, Law Enforcement and the Youthful Offender,-
John Wiley & Sons, 3rd Ed. (1978) at p. 147.
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std. and, sae, Mack, "The Juvenile Court," Ilaryj_ktat..,
731 T04, TDB (1909).

A.7

oState v. Guild, 5 Halal. 103, 10 N.J.L.11. 163 (1828). See
Irn to Gault, 317 U.S. 1, 80, Harlan J. concurring.

lEidefonzo, supra, note 4 at p. 147..

s"The Juvenile Court," supra, not9 5 at p. 107,

sEldefonzo, supra, note 4 at p. 49.

loin to Gault, supra, note 6 at pp. 25-26 (1967);
l'ItIghts and Rehabilitation in the Juvenile
Colum. L.Rev. 67: 281, 282 (1967).

11In re. Holmes Appeal, 109 A.2d 523, 525 (Penn. 1954).

and sea,
Courts,"

aSee e.g. 1899 III. Stat. 5131; 1903 Calif. Stat. Ch. 13,

-13 Geis, "Publicity and Juvenile Court Proceedings;" Rocky
Mountain L. Rev., 30:101, 116 (1958).s

14"The Juvenile Court," supra, note 5 at p. 109.

is U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investiga,
tion, Crime in the United States (1979).

Id.

171d.

1 +National Institute of Education, Violent Schools -,Safe
Schools: The Safe School, Study Report to the Congress,.
Vol. 1, pp. 2-3, U.S. Dept. of EducatiOn (1978) as reported
in the Attorney Gevralts Task Force on Violent Crime,
Final Report, August17, 1981, p. 82.
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""Serious Juvenile Crime; National Patterns," Reports of
the Niitojiti Juvenile Justice Assessment Coitt9Ttit onmp
ITIPTI)1,-1101,11-at p.

"Zimming, "The Serious Juvenile Offender; Notes on an
Unknown Quantity," The Serious Juvenile Offender, Pro-
eeedin of a NatioarriciiiiVZ5irrireThrliivaiti;
us co and e muerte)/ revent on .1977) at p. 15.

'1 s "The Charaeteristies of Juveniles Arrested and Adjudi-
Gated for Serious Offenses: Patterns and Trends." _srt
of the National Jit enile Justice Assessment Centers

1979 at p: 14.1,0
121/.8. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Scrims Youth

Crime: Ilearinv before the Subcommittee to frivestiviie
Juvetiy141._ Jclin tlencx, 95th Cong., 2d Seas. (19-74.

23 Geis, supra, note 13 at p. 120.

24"Endk)f Secrecy" supra, note 2.

as Delaney, Juvenile Records and Confidentiality, uhpub:
lished rno °graph, p.,5 (1977).

26,Gels, supra note 13 at p. 115.

271n Kent v. United States? the Court said "there may be
grounds or concern that the clad\ receives the worst of
both worlds: that he gets neither the protections accorded
to adults nor the solicit° care and regenerative treat-
ment postulated for children ." 383 U.S 541, 556 (1966).

281d. at pp. 555, 561-562 (1966).

21The Court was assisted in the reform of the juvenile
justice system by the development of model juvenile
justice standards published by several groups, including
the Institute of Judicial Administration/ABA Juvenile
Justice Standards Project; The National Task Force. to
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Develop Standards and Coals for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention' anti Use National Advisory Com-

, milted for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

These model standards and the teaching of the Suprelme
Court have been reflected In revisal and'updated juvenile
cadet; In most states.

"Supra, note 4 et pp. 33, 41, 57 (1967).

'1397 U.S. 358, 361 (1070).

"421 U.S. 519, 541 (1970.

"In McKeiver v. dennar Ivania, 103 U.S 528, 530 (1971); the
Court re ected the unquall ed right of it juvenile to it Jury
trial, in part on the notion that jury proceedings might
Inject unwanted publicity.

"In re Gntdt, w, note 6 at p. 24 (1967).

"415 U.S. 308, 319 (1974).

"Id. at p. 320.

"430 U.S. 308, 311 (1977).

"443 U.S. 97, 104 (1979),

"Id. at p. 104,

"See', for example, In to Gault, supra, note 6 25; and
In re Winship, supra, note 31 atp. 366.

" Reports of the National Juvenile Justice Assessment
Centers, supra, note 19 at p. 212.

"2Ariessohn, "Recidivism Revisited," Juvenile' and Family
Court Journal, Nov. 1981 at p. 63.
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"Note, "Delinqueney iltarings and the first Amendment;
iteetateeatal uvenlie Court Confidentiality tip Oa the
Demise of 'Conditional Aeoess'," U. of Call.f. at Davis 1.
Rev. 13s 123, 133-154, n. 115 097

"Arleasohn, tars, note 42 at p. 81.

`'Fox. 'The Reform of Juvenile Justice' The Child's Hight
to 'Punishment," Juv. Just., Aug. 1974, pp. 2.91 and 'See
diseussion in Thelai critliluvenile Of fender, vat, note

ate.
20 at pp. 178-rinr------

"Hudson ei'tcl Mark, ISurnmery and Conclusions," The Seri-
ous Juvenile Offender, supra, note 20 at p. 17U.

`ltd. et pp. 180-181.

""Strict New. Rules on Juvenile Crime Adapted i; Jersey,"
New York Times, July 24, 1982, p. 1.

old. 'However, references to the New Jersey statute in this
repbrt, unless oth4wise indicated, are to, the pre-July,
1982 statute.

""Strict M6* Rules," supra, note 48.

$1Apcie ix A contains an alphabetical listing of the statu-
tory Rations to every state juvenile Justice code. Unless
oth wise indicated, all references to state juvenile codas
ar to the statutes listed in that Appendix.

"II on and Mark "Summary and Conclusions," supra, note
20 t pp. 180-181.

511n TtN.G. v. Superior Court of the City and Count 'of San
Francisco, 484 P.2d 981, 985, 986 -(Sup. Ct. Calif. 1971)
the Court said that,

"In order to protect the juvenile from the stigma of
criminality often attached to adult penal proceedings,
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the Legislature has earefully avoided the uoo of the
term "arty" for the type of detention to which the

atitlaerera Wistd ALobjectoti in the preeent ease.
GOO AM 140,40100A COKid $40tion 415 provided that ,

juvoules are not subject to 'ortodi but may only he
take into 'temporary eistody`,"

""J/ivedilie Delinquents; The Poke, Malt/ Courts, and
Individualised Justice," Item L. Rev. 70; -775, 776-777
(Pe k. 1966)i waa drUlf7ttl%Pace Reeortikeeping,*
eolu jill11,_.sitiatev, 4i 461 (1072).

iss.luvertile Delingutkrits,* mit, note 54 at pp. 770-770,

"Coffee, "Privacy vs. Peron* Petrie; The Role of Police
hecards in the Sentencing and SUfilttillatIVO of Juvenile*,
57 Cornell L. Rev. 471, 561 (Ap, 107i).

$7"Juvetille Delinquents," we note 54 at pp. 776-770.

itt Coffee. no e 58 at p. 590; and Ilentiler and Ran!
helm "Pr-fie-cif in Welferet Public Assistance And Juvenile
Justice." LAW and Contem a Problems, 31r 377, 395
(1966); -S see, (WOO v. e V.2d 250, 251
(Wash. ilfir7 -

"525 P./d 250, 251 (WW1. 1974).

48 Ferttleola v. Keenan, 39 A.2d 051, 852 (Ct. of Chancery.
J. 1944) involving the creation of a fingerprint and
photographic record of an adult..

lit 271 A.2d 727, 128 (Supr. Ct. N.J. 1970). The courts reach
a different conclusion, howevet, when the organization
creating the "Juvenile record" is a governmental agency
other than a law enforcement agency or a court., In
Nterriken v. Creasman, 364 P. Supp. 913, 922 (E.D.
1973), a federal district court hekl that a school system
could not collect and maintain personal information ro-
ger/ling 8th graders which supposedly identified potential

k24 ..0
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drug abusers. The Court said that this violated the
children's constitutional right of .privacy and the school
could not show a reasonable connection between the
tnformation being gathered and drug abuse prevention.

62 No. 70-2017(S.D. N.Y. 1970).

63 Coffee, supra, note 56 at pp. 5717574.

6418 U.S.C. S5038 (d).

"Georgia permits the fingerprinting of juveniles only in
connection with the intrestlgation of enumerated 'serious
Crimes. Such fingerprints are available only_ to law
enforcement officials, or upon court order; if the public
interest requires,, andge not permitted to be sent to a
state or federal repository unless needed for national
security purposes.

The Virginia statute permits the fingerp4inting of juven-
iles who are at least 13 years old and are charged with
offqnses that would be felonies if committed by-adults. If
no petition is filed or if the juvenile court adjudication is
favorable, the prints -must be destroyed. If the juvenile is
Adjudicated delinquent ,and is under 13 years of age, the
prints are destroyed. If a ,delinquent juvenile is at least
13 yearj old, hiskfingerprints may be maintained locally by
the law enforcement agency that took them, and if he is
at least 1,5 years old andfis adjudicated for 'an enumerated
,serious offense, the fingerprints may be forwarded to the
state, Cntral Criminal Record. Exchange.

66- Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime, Final
°

Report, August 17, 1982, Recbmmendation No. 58 at, p.
82.

67 "Strict New Rules",supra, note 48 at p. 1.
_

68 National Court Statistics Project, National Center for
State Courts, State Court Organization, 1980. Bureau of
Justice Statistics, May 1982, Table. #16 . 5
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'"
69 Vinter, "Then Ju

Commission on
of Justice, Ta
Youth Crime

nile Co&
Law Enforc

Fo ee Re

7oIcl., and see In
tr.967).

as an Institution," President's
ment and the Administration

: Juvenile Delin uenc and
t pp. 884 -

re Gault, supra note 6 at p. 14, n. 4

71"Juvenile Delinquents," supra, note 54 at p. 899.

7 2 Delaney, supra, note 25 at p. 9.

73Virtually every state permits a juvenile court to waive its
jurisdiction so that the juvenile can be prosecuted as an
adult. Customarily, before the juvenile court cturwaive
its, jurisdiction, it must be established that: (1) the child
is at least 14; (2) there is probable cause to believe that
the child has committed a criminal offense; (3) there are
no reasonable prospects for rehabilitating the child; and
(4) waiving jurisdiction is in the best interests of the child
and the community. Once in an adult court the juyenile
and .his records are, treated just as an adult and his records
would be treated.

70nly a tiny fraction, well under 5 percent, of juveniles
who are arrested are sent to a juvenile correctional
institution. Since so few juvenile offenders 'ever receive
the benefits of treatment in a juvenile institution, some
observers think that it is little wonder that juvenile
off riders are seldom rehabilitated.

75The folloiving provision from Minnesota's Juvenile Code is
typical of the juvenile court record creation and mainten-
ance language found in many juvenile justice statutes.,
"The juvenile court judge shall keep such minutes and in
such manner as he deems necessary and proper. The court
shall also keep an index in which files pertaining to
juvenile matters shall be indexed under the name of the,
juvenile. After the name of each file shall be shown the
file number and, if ordered by the court, the book and
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page of the register in which the documents pertaining to
such file are listed. The court shall also keep a register
properly indexed in which shall be listed under the name
of the juvenile all documents filed pertaining thereto and
in the order filed. Such list shall show the name of the
document and the date of filing thereof. The juvenile
court legal records shall be deposited in files and shall
include the petition, summons, notice, findings, orders,
decrees, judgments, and motions and such other matters
as the court deems necessary and proper."

"Delaney, supra, note 25 at p. 9.

77 Altman, "Juvenile Information Systems: A Comparative
Arrays's," Juvenile Justice, Feb. 1974 at p. 5; see also,
CzaRoski, "Computer Backfire on the Ethical Mission of
Juvenile Justice," Juvenile Justice, Feb. 1974 at p. 24.

78 Supra, note ,53 at p. 984.

79 Monroe v. Tielsch, supra, note 59 at p. 251.

80 Supra, note 6 at p. 11, n. 7.

81 Cashman, "Confidentiality of Juvenile Court Proceedings:
A Review," Juv. Just., Aug. 1973 at p. 34.

82 La. Rev. Stat. S15-578.A(&).

33 See, Altman, supra, note 77 at. P. 2.

114 See, Symposium, Juvenile Justice, Feb. 24, 1974 issue and
specifically Phillips "Experience Acquired from the De-
sign and Implementation of PROFILE: Utah's Jtivenile
Information°System" at p. 12; Horvath,' "A Non-technical
Despription of the Michigan Youth ervices Information
System" at p. 19; Griffeth, "OrangA County Sheriff's
Department Computerized central Juvenile Index" at p.
30; and Cornelison, "Jurist A Juvenile Court Information
System" at p. 35.
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"Just as most jurisdictions label a juvenile arrest as a
"detention," most jurisdictions label a juvenile conviction
as a "determination of delinquency." hi an effort to avoid
the stigma that even the term "delinquency" carries, some
states, such as New York, have dropped the term in favor
of phrases such as "Persoys in Need of Supervision"
(PINS).

0618 U.S.C. S5038 "(a) Throughout the juvenile. delinquency
proceeding the court shall safeguard the records from
disclosure. Upon the completion of any juvenile delin-
quency proceeding, whether or ndt there is an adjudica-
tion, the district court shall order the entire file" and
.record of such proceeding sealed. After such sealing, the
court shall not release these records except to the extent
necessary to meet the following circumstances:

(1) inquiries received from another court of law;

(2) inquiries from an agency preparing a presentence
report for another court;

(3) inquiries from law enforcement agencies where
the requeet fbr information is related to the
investigation of a crime or 'a position within that
agency;

(4) inquiries, in writing, from the director of a
treatment agency or the director of a facility to
which the 'juvenile has been`committed by the
court;

(5) inquiries from an agency considering the person
for a position immediately and directly affecting
the national security; and

(6) inquiries from any victim of such juvenile delin-
quency, or if the victim is deceased from the
immediate family of such victim, related to the
final disposition, of such juvenile by the court in
accordance with section 5037."
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67 28 C.F.R.,S 20.21(d).

"Traditionally, the drafters of state codes and judges
define and use the terms "seal" and "purge" in many
varied and inconsistent ways. In this report we define and
use the terms "seal" and "purge" as foll9ws. Except where
the context indicates otherwise the term "seal" means to
prohibit access to juvenile history record inforfflation,
except to a party authorized access to the record, by a
court order. We use the term "purge" to mean to destroy,
blot out, strike out, or efface so that no trace remains.
Expunge is a synonym. Destruction of personal identifiers
so that the record or entry cannot be associated with an
individual is also a form olf purging. These definitions are
based on SEARCH TeChnical Report No. 27, Sealing and
Purging of Criminal History Record Information' (April
1981).

8918 U.S.C. 5038(a).

9°18 U.S.C. S5021(a)(b).

9'606 F.2d 1226, 1244 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

92United States v. Doe, 496 F.Supp. 650, 653 (D.R;l. 1980);
United States v, Henderson, 482 F. Supp. 234, 242 (D.N.J.
1979)

"We have noted repeatedly that the Act was intended
to eliminate the social and economic disabilities whic
accompany a criminal record. These same disabilities
exist when an individual has only an,arrest blotting his
or her record."

"Sealing and purging provisions are a relatively new phe-
nomenon. Accorjling to one source, as late at 1974 only
about half of the states had adopted sealing or purging
provisions. Altman, supra, note 77 at p. 6.
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94 Pres. Comm.
as orce

Crime, at pp.
at p. 34.

on LaW Enforcement and Admin. of 'Justice
uven e e nquetrinrirwiiraYfE)ou

92-93 as quoted in Cashman, rsupral note 81

"In the Matter of Smith, 310 N.Y.S.2d 617, 623 (N.Y. Fam.
Ct. 1970).

96However, there is a disagreement among courts as to
whether a family court, exercising its inherent authority
to purge its own records, also has intit: sent authority to
reach police records. See, for example, Statman v. Kelly,.
264 N.Y.S.2d 1008 (N.f.-kam. Ct. 1970), which held that a
Family Court could not order police agencies to purge
juvenile records on the his of the Family Court's inher-
ent authority.

971d. at p. 1014.
I

"Supra, note 91 at p. 1230. And see United States v.
Heller, 435 F.Supp. 955, 956 (NT). (.-RT.:(51976) stating that,
"Absent specific statutory language the general power of
the courts to expunge is limited and wM only be exercised
in extreme cases, e.g., where an arrest is unlawful; where
the arrest represented harassing action by the police or
where an arrest was prosecuted pursuant to an unconstitu-
tional statute."

99 Henry v. Loony, 317 N.Y.S.2d 848, 851-852 (Sup. Ct. N.Y.
1971); S. v. City of New York, 347 N.Y.S.2d 54, 56 (Sup.
Ct. N.Y. 1973); and see cases discussed in SEARCH
Technical Report No. 27, supra, note 88 at p. 7; and see,
Volenick "Juvenile Court and Arrest Records," Clearing-.
house Review 9:- 169 (July, 1975).

1°0424 U.S. 693 (1976).

101See cases discussed in SEARCH Technical Report No. 27,
supra, note 88 at pg. 10-11.
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" Monroe. v. 'Teilseh, supra, note 59 at p. 251 (Wash. 1974)
and T.N.G. v. Superior Court of the City and County of
San i7rancisco, supra, note 53.

10°18 U.S.C. S5038(a)(1).

1°4Monroe v. Tielsch, supra, note 59 at p. 251.

10 °See, Coffee, supra, note 56 at p. 595.

I"See, In re Corey, 72 Cal. Rptr. 115, 118 (1st Dist. 1968).

107Suora, note 313 at p. 550.

1° °Id. at pp. 563-564.

1 °9Coffee, supra, note. 56 at p. 575.

11°Petersila, "Juvenile Record Use in Adult Court Proceed-
ings:. A Survey of Prosecutors," J. of Crim. L. and
Criminology, 72: 1746, 1750 (1981)..

11118 U.S.C. S5038(aXl)..

112564 F.2d 1373, 1375-1376 (9th Cir. 1977). The Court
pointed out that there is no legislative history to provide
guidance in interpreting the bare statement in the Act
authorizing disclosure- in response to "inquiries received
from another court of law." Id. at 1375. The Federal
Youth Corrections Act also authorizes the release of
juvenile records; to "any agency preparing a presentence
report for another court."

113A somewhat typical state statutory provision (except for
the reference to access by the juvenile court) reads as
follows:

I
"no adjudicati , disposition, or evidence from a ju-
venile proce ding,is admissible .against a child in any.
criminal or ther action, except in subsequent juvenile
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proceedings involving the same child or as an aid to
sentencing in a later criminal .proceeding against the

, same person."

111/2Alabama, Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Jer-
sey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oregon, Pe nsylvania Tennessee Vermont, Vir-
ginia, Washington st Virginia and Wyoming.

118Alabama, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Waryland, Montana, New York,. North Dakota, South
Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West"Virginia and

) -
118See, for example, Massey v. State, 256 ''A.2d 270, 272 (Del.

1969); Neely v. Quatsoe, 317 F.Supp. 40, 42 (E.D. Wis.
1970); and see several hundred cases reaching this same
conclus orTiTted at 64 ALR 3d 1291. The only decisions
which reach a different resat appear to be a 'handful of
Illinois state court decisions also cited at 64 ALR 3d 1291.

-

11 Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 243 (1949).

118144 A.2d 367, 369 (Pa. 1958).

118This provision has since been amended to expressly permit
juvenile records to be used in adult sentencing.

120 Supra, note 118 at p. 371 -quoting Commonwealth v.
Jolinson, 35 A.2d 312, 314 (Pa. 1944).

121Id. at 371, quoting Commonwelth, ex rel. Czarnecki v.
Stitzel, 115 A.2'd 805, 806 (Pa. `1955).

122 Lange v. State, 196 /st.W.2d 680, 685 (Wis. 1972).

128See, State v. Flores, 511 P.2d 414, 416 (Or. 1973); Stock-
well v. State, 207 N.W.2d 883, 889 (Wis. 1973) and the
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cases cited at 64 ALR 3d 1291, S5; C. P. State v. Corral,
521 Plid 151, 153 (Ariz. 1974), holding that any ac
rights enjoyed by juvenile offenders is constitutionally
irrelevant to the use of the Juvenile record in an .,adult
sentencing proceeding.

In many respects the holding in this case makes more
sense than the rule that "tainted" convictions cannot be.
used, if in fact courts are going to accept, as the court in
Lan e v. State did, mere detention records, without a
d spos t on.

12464 AIM, 3d 1201, supra, note 116.

125353 N.Y.S.2d 630, 632 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1974).

126 However, a few state codes have adopted bro'aci language
which potentially could be interpreted to permit various
other uses of juvenile records in criminal courts. Dela-
ware permits the use of Juvenile records by other courts
and public agencies." New Jersey authorizes Use by "any
mot," and Wyoming authorizes disclosure to "another
court of law." Nebraska provides that juvenile court
records may be made available to "criminal 'courts for
confidential use in matters pending before the court."

. North Carolina law provides that the juvenile record
confidentiality provisions shall not preclude the "neces-
sary storing of information among authorized agencies."

127 Davis v. Alaska, suprq, note 35 at p.' 319; and see
annotations at ,63 ALR3d .1112 S4. Prior to Davis, the
general rule was that a juvenile record could not be
introduced to cross-examine or impeach a prosecution
witness. While there is some authority for the proposition
that the rule survives even after Davis (by distinguishing
Davis in that the 'witness in Davis was on probation), the
betters view today seems to be that a juvenile record can
be introduced to impeach a prosecution witness. In other
situations where'the defendant has shown that fundamen-
tal fairness demands the Introduction of juvenile record
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evidencew the courts halm also acquiesced. For example,
State v. Brown, 334 A.2d 392, 394 (N.J. 1970 hold that a
defendant could introchloe a victim's prior juvenile; record
of assault' In an assault prosecution, at least when the
victim had a juvenile petition pending or was on probe-
tion.

12See, cases annotated at 63 ALR3d 1112 56; and see, State
v. Allen, 361 A.2d 5, 11 (N.J. 1978) which held that a
prosecutor could get acces3 to a defense witness' social
records in order to determine wheth to obtain a psychi-
atric examination of the witness.

12°63 ALR 3d 1112, S5; and see, People v. Rhem, 271 N.Y.S.
2d 751, 757 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1966).

13063 ALR 3d 1112, 54(b); and see, State v. Cox, 327 N.E.2d
639, 642 (Ohio 1975).

Petersila, supra, note 110 at p. 1748.

13263 ALR3d 1112 S8.

"3See, for example, United States v. Chacon, supra., note
112 at pp. 1375-76.

1"South Carolina's juvenile code for example, authorizes a
defendant In a civil proceeding to obtain and use the
plaintiff's juvenile record if relevant; and see, State in the
Interest of A.S. a Juvenile, 327 A.2d 260, 261 N..717 1M ,

which held that a court could inspect the transcript of a
juvenile defendant's allegedly inconsistent prior testimony
in a juvenile adjudication.

135Indiana and New Jersey, for, example, authorize the
victim of a juvenile offense to use the juvenile records in
a civil action against the offender; and in Aetna Casualty
and Surety Company v. Barnard, 227 N.W.2d 551, 553
(Mich. 1975) the Court held that insurers, as subrogee of
victims, could obtain police records of the juvenile of-
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fenders because the statutes limiting 4000114 to juvenile
court records did not apply to police records; but see,
State of New Jersey in the Interest of 3.41.1 a triMirst el

A;2-d 579, 515 (N.J. 1016),'Whichlielifthatlitirinit
adjudication transcript could not be introduced in a
wrongful death notion arising out of the seine event,
whore the juvenile offender was available to testify.

1 8 4 18 U.S.C. S5038(aX3).

117
California, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Indi-
ana, Iowa, Louisiana, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico,
New York, North Carolina, Virginia and Washington.

0,

Alabama, District of Columbia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Maryland, Montana, Now Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Vir-
ginia, Washington and Wisconsin.

1

1 128
C.F.R. Tart 20.

140Supra,
note 125 at p. 632 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1974). See also,

Dugan v. Police Department, City of Camden, supra, note
61 at p. 728; and Monroe v._ Tielsch, supra, note 59 at pp.
251-252.

141
See, text at notes 82-84, supra.

142
"End of Secrecy," supra, note 2.

143
Seel Gardner v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349, 361 (1977).

144
But see, State of New Jersey in the Interest of D.G. , a
JUVeTilTe, 416 A.2d 77, 81 (N.J. 1980), which denied a
fat'her's request for access to all records concerning his
15-year-Old daughter. The daughter had been promised
that her social records would be kept confidential, and
material in those records indicated hostility between the
father and daughter.
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146538 Pad 3? 381 (Ct. App.nr.

o'sia U.S.C. s5038(e).

'''Altman, nu era, note 77 at p. 7.

"sSioler and Tenney, "Attorney itepresentation in Juvenile
Court," Journal of Nsmlly Law 41 77, 88 -87 (1084).

"'Supra, note 27 at p. 561 (1966).

"4343 F.2d 278, 282 (D.C. Cir. 1984); and see, Joe Z. v.
Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 47i p.ra-14;17
(Sup. Ct. Ulf. 107-6), holding that the Juvenile court
exceeded its discretion in denying discovery to a juvenile
arrested for murder and assault. The Juvenile sought
access to all his statements, admissions and conversations
with police which he alleged were necessary for prepara-
tion of his defenses but see, In re W.R.M., 534 S.W.2d 178,
180 (Tex. 1976), holdingthat a juvenile defendant's attor-
ney does not have an absolute rightto" inspect the
prosecution's report on the Juvenile which included psychi-
atric data.

s'18 U.S.C. S5038(aX1 6).

"228 C.F.R. S20.21(d) and 20.21(bX4). It is not clear
whether this provision applies to courts, since the Regula-
tions exempt "court records of public judicial proceed-
ings" (S20.20(bX4)), but otherwise apply to all state or
local agencies handling "criminal history record informa-
tion" funded in whole or In part with LEAA monies. Since
juvenile court records arc ordinarily not considered to be
court records of "public Judicial proceedings," it may be
that the Regulations do apply. The Regulations also
require that researchers insure that the data they obtain
will be handled pursuant to the detailed and comprehen-
sive confidentiality and security standards mandated for
researchers in 28 C.F.R. 5524(a).
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" Cortneetiout, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, I:Malone, Mahle# Min iaaippi, Misaouri, New ?ilex-
leo, Mouth Dakota, Utaii, Virginia, Waahington and West
Virginia.

solPeterallia, mgt., note 110 at pp. 1747, 174N; and
retroXi, a u.a, note 42 at pp. di. d2.

ride U.S.C. 55030(a). The only exception made by the
federal law is to permit disclosurea of djsposition infor-
mation to the victim. 55030(aX6).

1$4215C.P.11,520.21(d).

istIn John Doe v. Count of Westchester, 358 N.Y.S.2t1 471,
477 pp. 1) v. 1974 , a New York tate court held that
under Now York law a Juvenile adjudication is confidential
and may not be made available to any person. Thus, ttk-
county sheriff could not disclose to United Oates Army
representative information regard* an enlistee's prior
Juvenile arrest and adjudication.

isSee, People v. Y.O. 2404, 291.N.Y.S.2d 5.1.0, 513 (Sup. Ct.
The), holding that juvenile records are never available to
a member of the public unless he has a court order; And
Application of _Lascaris, 319 N.Y.S. 2d 60, 62 (Sup. Ct.
1971), holding that' the Commissioner of Social Services
for a county could rat release juvenile data to the news
media unless the media had first obtained a court order.$

'is*Supra, note 59 at p. 255.

isold.

161See for example, T.N.G. v. Superior Court of City and
UiTtinly of San Francisco, supra, notc 53 at pp. 988-989
(Calif.. 1970.

Is2PresIdent's Comm. onLaw Enforcement and the Adminis-
tration of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile Delin-
quency and Youth Crime (1967) at p. 54.
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11441 rts Gault, mg note d at p. 14 (tett?).

4 Ist re (lault, awns, note 6 et pp. 24=25.

min re smith, 63 hii*e.Iti 108, 200, n. 2 (N.Y. Pam. CI,
107,0),

4COfftlt, Mira note 56 at p. 500,

"R t of the Clove or's la! lit Comm talon on
et, aft 0,00111rfien tons or es

al 9rrt ad gift/tine COU_st,frtittri air4Orr I SO MUM
04117,- iletti-tr Orreirld Delinqueoto,"
Ewa, note 59 at th 784.

"Employers lSortioti information from juvenile courts
often get the desired tat police."

40"Juvenile Delinquents," clum, note 54 'at pp. 784-785.

I ""Juvenile Doll cents," ern, note 54 at p. 800.

I v. Superior Court supra, note 53 at p. 986
tiVill; Ana flee, Baum, "Wiping Out a Criminal or Juvenile
Record," State Bar J. 401 816, 828 (1965).

'"Delinquency Hearings," supra, note 43 at p. 124 n. 5.

u'lowa.Code 5232.39 (1979).

win ro R.L.K., 289 N.W.2d 267, 269 (Minn. 1978); Brian v.
Superior Court, 20 Ca1..3d 618, 623-26 (1978).

I 'snit courts have held consistently that from a constitu-
tional standpoint there to no distinction between the
pubUc,and the media. See, SEARCH Privacy and Security
of Criminal History Infirrinatiom Privacy and the Media,

Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics
(1979) at pp. 4-5.
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175Supra, note 38 at i)104.

1 ?6Supra, note 37 at p. 310..
.

177SEARCH, supra, note 174 at,,pp. 47-49; and see, Gannett. , f
v. DePasquale, supra, note 175 at p. 383.

17011.L.R.sv. State, 487 P.2d 27, 39 (Sup. Ct. Alaska 1971),
that a child may open an adjudicative or disposi-

ing; and In re Bums, 169 S.E.2d 879, 887 (Sup.
Car. 1969 , holding that a child's request' to

open a juvenile proceeding need not, indeed in most cases,
Should not be honored.

179111 re Burrus, supra, note 178 at p.. 887.

holdi
five h
Ct. of

O

a °Supra, note 6 at p. 25; and see, In re Jones, 263 NE2d 863,
864, 865 (Ill. 1970), a juvenile moved for exclusion from
the court of all witnesses, the public and,the media. The
Illinois Supreme Court, interpreting the Illinois juvenile
act, refused to find fault with the juvenile court's ruling
that the press could stay in the courtroom.

18118 U.S.C. S5038(d)(2).".

I82Supra, note 38 at pp. 104-105 (109). Smith overturns an
earlier federal court decision" in Government of Vir
Islands v. Brodhurst, 285 F. Supp. 831, 836, 837 D. Vir.
Islands 1968); and see, dthica Journal News, Inc. v. City
Court, 294 N.Y.S.2d 558, 564 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1968).
Howeveri-thedecistorrin-SzithWas anticipated by the
New Mexico Court of Appeals in Pdteet v. Roswell Dail
Rec d Inc., 584 P.2d 1310, 1313 N.M. 1978 ; and see,
"Poteet v. Roswell Daily Record, Inc.: Balancing First
Amendment Free Press Rights Against a Juvenile Victim's
Right to Privacy," N. Mex. L. key., 10:.185 (Winter, 1979-
1980); and "Freedom of the Press vs. Juvenile Anonymity:
A Conflict Between Constitutional Priorities and Rehabil-
itation," Iowa L. Rev. 65: 1471 (1980).
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lesSupg, note 38 at p. 102, citing Cox Broadcasting Corp. v.
Cohn, 420 U.S. 469, at pp. 491-492 (1975) wherein the
Court struck down a Georgia statute which prohibited the
publication of a rape victim's name, obi the grounds that
the media must be permitted to publish such information
once it is in the "public domain."

laitSee, Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 684 (1972):

185Smith is consistept with the Court's earlier decision in
Oklahoma Publisliting Co. v. District Count ieand for

Oklahoma County, supra, note 37 at p. 310 upholding the
press' right to publish the name and picture of a juvenile
defendant after that data was already in the "public
domain."

,
1 a 6"Endof Secrecy," suRga, n to 2.

187Howard, Grisso and Nee , "Publicity and Juvenile Court
Proceedings," Clearinghouse Rev. 11:203 (1977).

188"Juvenile Delinquents,"" supra, note 54 fit 794.

r89 Gardner, "Publicity and Juvenile DelinCluency,'L Juv. Ct.
Judges J. 15:29 (1964). And see, Supreme Court Justice
Rehnquist's concurring opinion in Smith v. Daily Mail,

wherein he notes, "[T] his exposure ...provide[s] the
'--hardcore,, delinquent the, kind of attention he seeks, there.:

byencokfraging him to commit further anti social acts,"
supra, note 37 at p. 108. See also, Davis v. Alaska, supra,
.note 35 at p..319.

190Orlando and Black, "Ckissification In Juvenile Court: The
Delinquent Child and the Child in Need of Supeqi5ion.'
Juv. Just. 25: -13, 22, 23 (19474). And see, "Delinquency
Hearings," supra, note 43 at p '153-154.

191Howard, Grisso and Neefn§ s ra note 187 at pp. 209 -

210.
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I

192See, Coffee, supra, note 56 at p. 593; and' see "Negative
Labels: Passageways and Prisons," Crime and Delinq., 19:
33, 35 (1973); Faust "Delinquency Labeling: Its Conse-
quenceS and Implications," Crime and Delinq., 19: 41
(1973).

193 This is the same juvenile and the' same event which .was
the subject of the secrecy battle in Oklahoma Publishing
Co. v. District Court in and for Oklahoma County, supra,
note 37.

194 Howard; Gripes and Neems, supra, note 187 at pp. 208-
211.

195 Geis, supra, note 13 at 121-123.
196 413 A.2d 335, 342 (N.J. 1980). °

1971d. at ph 342..

198"Delinquency Hearings," supra, note 156 at p. 155.
199 See, 'bough, "The Expungemeht of Adjudicati Records

of Juvenile and Adult Offenders: A Problem Status,"
Wash. U.L.Q. 19 :147, 168-74; and see also; sup a, note
162 at pp. 92

200 Supra, note 38 at pp. 107-108. 414,

201"Delinquency Hearings," supra, note 43 at p. 157.
202See, The Serious Juvenile Offender: Proceedings of a

National Symposium, supra, note 20 at pp. 175-181; and
see, Fox, "The Reforms of Juvenile Justice: The Child's
Right to Punishment," Juv. Just., Aug. 1974, pp. 2-9; and
Wilson, "Crime. arlcb Criminologists," Commentary, July
1974, pp. 47-48.

20 3"Delinquency Hearings," supra, note 43 at p. 153 -154, n.
115, and Ariessohn, supra, note 42 at p. 61.
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204I'Delinquency Hearings,".supra, note 43 at p.

2055ee, McCarthy, "Role of the Concept of Responsibility in
Jutenile Delinquency Proceedings," U. Mich. J.L. Rel. 10:
181;215-216 (1977).

20 6"Freedom of the Press vs. Juvenile Anonymity," supra,
note 182 at p. 1485. 0

20 7Delaney, supra, note 25 at p. 5.

20 0 Tulsa Tribune, Feb. 13, 1957, as quoted in Geis, supra,
note 3 at p. 120.

2°°Id.

21 °Delaney, supra, note 25 at p. 5.

211In the Interest of B.C.L., supra, note 196 at p.4343.

212Hoover, 26 FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, as quoted in
Geis, supra, note 13 at p. 120.

21 3 People v. Williams, 410 N.Y.S.2d 7 , 985-966 (Dutchess
County, 1978).

214R.L.R. v. State, supra, note 178 it p. 28 (Alaska 1971).

215 "End of Secrecy," supra, note 2.
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